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Abstract 
h出isthesis， we reconsider network from end user perspectives. In our approach， 
we仕Yto clariちTthe factors con仕ibu也19delay distributions obtained in the Intemet， 
and to improve communication e伍ciencyand attack tolerance of the current network 
s廿ucturebased on user I s sa tisfaction. 
ηle end-to-end round trip白ne(R'廿)is one of the important communication char-
acteristics for Intemet applications. However， inprevious works， the modeling meth-
ods are not enough to represent the distribution of the measured R了fs.We then pro司
pose a modeling method by using the mixed distribution， and show that it is possible 
to express the delay characteristics more accuratelテBasedon the modeling results， we 
propose a method of inferring NIFs (Network Impact Factors) that influence the dis-
仕ibutionof the measured RTTs， and we show that our proposed method can presume 
NIFs occurred in a network. 
The physical topology of the Intemet can be categorized as a scale-仕eenetwork. 
However， scale-free networks are extremely vulnerable to node attacks on hubs. Our 
first objective in thls area is to investigate whether there is a more suitable network 
topology for the Intemet. According to the results of investigation， we found that the 
valueofγ， which is the exponent parameter of the power law， may be a slightly smaller 
than出eαrrent∞e.To achieve the smaller value ofγ， we propose four strategies for 
re-organizing a network. We also use a diffusion model based on the Bass model to 
simulate interaction between the nodes. F加ally，we show the characteristics of the 
re-orgar首zednetworks by applりngthe Bass model. 
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ηle subjective assessment means a qualitative evaluation of a user. However， many 
previous works have studied user' s subjective assessment only in real-time trafic. 、
Moreover， an absolute assessment has been performed in the subjective assessment . 
of a user. Considering degradation of quality of network services， itis important how 
a user feels about degradation of the QoS in the usual network environment. For this， 
we measure user's subjective assessment in degradation of communication quality in 
3・
bulk data transmission. From results of the experiment， we clari今howmuch through-
‘ 
put degradation compared with the usual network environment rnakes a user be felt 
dissa tisfaction wi th. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Recently， users connecting to the Internet are increasing scenicallテ
. of the Intemet， network services and applications provided by network ISPs are be-
These si.tuations have triggered competition of network resources coming diverse. 
and degradation of quality of services， because available network resources are lim-
ited. ISPs tηT to preserve quality of network services by differentiating出epriority of 
? ? ?
?
? ? ? ?
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?
??
????
? ? ?
?
??
?
?
?
? ? ? ?
?
?????
forwarding packets and preparing a number of com，munication paths. However， feed-
backs from users in terms of the quality of services are not considered in these controls. 
百lequality of services provided by ISPs and the design of the network structure may 
?
?
? ?
??
?
，?? ?
，
?
?
not be appropriate for the users in cornrnunicating between end users. Thus， itis im-
portant to consider from the viewpoint of end users in con仕ollingand evaluating the 
quality of network services and network structures. 
百leobjective of our thesis is reconsideration of network from end user perspec-
tives. To ach犯veour objective， we consider (1) inference of network behavior between 
end users， (2)re国orga凶zationof network structure with both communication efficiency 
and attack tolerance based on user's social behavior， and (3) investigation of user's 
、
• . 
1 
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subjective assessment for throughput degradation by using psychological methods. 
For the first issue， the enφto-end round trip time (RTT) is one of the important 
communication characteristics to know the condition of network. It is shown that 
feedback-based congestion control protocols such as TCP (Transmission Control Proto-
col) are basically influenced by delay characteristics [1]. RTT is capable of becoming a 
factor which greatly influences the communication quality of the network applications， 
hence the陀 isa possibility that the higher-quality communication can be promising 
even in the same network environment， by understanding the characteristics of RTTs 
mo回 accurately[2][3]. 
As usual， there may be multiple factors that influence the property of network (we 
call it as Network Impact Factors (NIFs) throughout our thesis. NIFs include e.g.， route 
change， congestion，・…).Although many modeling methods have been proposed to 
clarify the characteristics of RTT， such methods are not enough to represent the distri-
bution of the measured RTTs， because they use a single distribution for modeling. A 
number of measured RTTs訂ediscarded as errors， even though such measured RTTs 
may contain more useful information to know the condition of a network. If we make 
e任ectiveuse of the measured RTIs， we can obtain more information about the condi-
tion of a network仕omthe same data of RTTs. 
From this reason， we propose a modeling method by using the mixed distribu-
tion， and show that it is possible to express the delay characteristics mo~e accu-
rately [4][5][6]. We also consider that the number of combined probability distribu-
tions， which is a parameter of the mixed distribution， isclosely related to the number 
of N1Fs. Therefore， ifwe can clarify the relationship between influence of NIFs and 
出epar沼netersof the mixed distribution， each sub-distribution discomposed of mixed 
， 
2 
， 
、 ， ， 
? ? ?
，? ?distribution can be mapped into N1Fs. Based on the modeling results， we propose a 
-
. 
' method for inferring NIFs that influence the distribution of the measured RTIs， and 
?
???we show that our proposed method can presurne NIFs occurred in a network [7][8][9]. 
?
??
?，?
?
?， ? ，
?
? ?
?
Moreover， we also validate the proposed method by network simulation that uses 
Fina 1y， we show inferred results of RTTs mea-Abilene-inspired network topolo窃r.
sured in the Internet. 
For the second issue， itis necessary to investigate whether the current Intemet 
Recent studies have shown出attopolo窃ris appropriate for communication or not. ? ? ? ? ?
?，
??
???
the topology of the Intemet can be categorized into scale-free network [10)[11]. Most 
nodes in scale-free networks have only one orれ1¥10lirホsto other nodes while a small 
number of nodes called hubs have an enormous number of links. This characteristic 4・
'" 
makes scale骨freenetworks superior to random networlQ弓 interms of the connectivity 
and the distance (i.e.， the number of hops) between arbitrary two nodes. Howeve乙
scale-free networks are ex仕emelyyuInerable to node attacks on hubs. Such intentional 
??
??
??
?? ?
? 、
?
attacks cause cascading failures which affect performance of the whole network， even 
Moreover， in [14]，ぜleyif the number of nodes attacked is extremely small [12][13]. 
have shown出atcascading failures occur in case of disabling nodes by overload of 
仕afic.
Thus， there is a trade-off between communication ef白ciencyand attack tolerance. 
An optimum network topology for the Intemet cannot be determ.ined by evaluation 
based on either communication efficiency or attack tolerance. Therefore， we investi-
gate how malicious node attacks a任ectscale-free networks with diffe問ntcharacteris-
tics. For this， we define three metrics to represent the capabilities of the network from 
various viewpoints [15][16][17]. According to the results of investigatio九 wefound 
???、
， 
• 
. ， 
3 
that the value of I， which is出eexponent parameter of the power law， may be a slightly 
smaller than血ecurrent one. Our results indicate that a more appropriate topology for 
a large scale network such as the Intemet exists. 
To reduce the value of乍 nodesmust be connected to hubs more preferentiallテ
However， itis impossible to陀ーorganizeto a new network topology using a scrap-and-
b凶ldapproach， because the current Internetおnolonger opera ted by a single adrr山1-
is仕ativerepresentatives or even a small number of them. We consider that one of the 
陀asonsfor the scale-free nature in the Intemet topology is that individual nodes pre-
fer to connect with more famous nodes. We also consider that changing the end users' 
connectivity s廿ategyis on1y the way to change the whole topology of the network. 
For出atpurpose， we propose four s仕ategiesfor re-organizing a network: rank-based， 
exponential distribution based， gamma distribution based， and random based [18][19][20][21]. 
However， inreal network， we c氾motcontrol the user's preference directly for choosing 
a node connecting (e.g. a network ISP). Most of users connecting to the Intemet decide 
a connecting node by rational ideas which include the speed of downloads and rank-
ing of user's satisfaction etc・.Therefore， a node which changes its connectivity s仕ate窃r
dωs not arおeat random. We use a di任usionmodel based on the Bass model [2] that 
is one of widely-used diffusion models to simulate interaction between the nodes in 
a network. In fact， we consider re...organization of a network topology by chang泊g
a user's p肥fぽ'enceto the proposed s仕ategiesdiffused by social behavior dynamics. 
Furthermore， we show the characteristics of the re-organized networks by applying 
the Bass model. sased on the results of the re-organization， we discuss which strategy 
is more appropriate for achieving a desired network. 
For the血irdissue， we focus on subjective assessment of a user， which assessment 
4 
， 
.. . 
?
?
? ???
?
?、?
?
『?
is referred as user-level QoS.百lesubjective assessment means a qualitative evaluation 
-
8噂‘
of a user such as "Conversing voices are broken up" and /1 A file downloading is ex-
tremely slow" etc. Most of previous works have studied user' ssubjective assessment 
?
?
?
?
???????
? ? ? ? ?
?，?
only in real-time trafic. However， majority of traffic treated in the Internet is bulk data 
trafic as represented by WWW and FTP. It is not appropriate for performance of the 
whole network to control the QoS of real-time traffic in disregard of communication 
quality of b叫kdata trafic. Moreover， an absolute assessment has been performed in 
? ?
??
the subjective assessment of a user. However， network environment of each user varies 
greatly depending on a user. In real network environment， we consider that the sub-
jective assessment of a user is a comparative evaluation how much the QoS of network 
service degrades compared to the usual network environment of the user. Therefore， 
ルcontroUing the QoS uniformly by the appropriate absolute value of a metric is not suit-
able for al users， because al the users do not connect to the Intemet via an uniform 
We needをoquantitatively analyze the subjective assessment network environment. 
、e
of users obtained by comparative evaluation in consideration of dependency of user's 
h 
<1 
network environment. 
言、
、
a ，百lerefore，we measure user' s subjective assessment in degradation .of communica-
‘e 
tion quality in bulk data transmission [23][24]. We focus on throughput degradation 
of a network service which is easy for users to perceive as a network申levelQoS. To ob-
• 
tain the user' s subjective assessment， we consider a measurement by using the constant 
恥1oreover，to evaluate 1nethod [25]， which can measure user's intuitive assessment. 
the QoS of network services in mo陀 detail，the method of successive categories [25] is a 
widely-used psychological method in previous works. Therefore， we also adopt the 
， 
e 
‘ 
d、、
5 
method to measu陀 user'ssubjective assessment. In the method of successive cate-
godes，users assess 出eQoS of network service by ra凶19to several ca tegories (typi-
cally， # of出ecategories is 5.). In order to get users to make comparative evaluation， 
we have users be accustomed to a particular network environment which is assumed 
as the usual network environment of each user. In our experiment， we examine the 
e丘ectof perfoロnancedegradation in bulk data transmission to user's subjective as-
sessment with 91 subjects. Moreover， from results of the experiment， we clarify how 
much仕立oughputdegradation compared with the usual network environment makes 
a user be felt dissatisfaction with. For example， our results can also apply to rnigration 
of network protocols. This is because minimizing user's dissatisfaction adopting an 
old protocol and keeping advantages of a new protocol are important. 
百lerest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 shows related works on 
analysis of R'π~ characteristics of scale-free network， and user's subjective assessment. 
In Chapter 3， we propose a modeling method using the mixed distribution and an 
infeηing method to clari今networkbehavior between two end nodes. In Chapter 4， 
we investigate whether the current topology of the Internet is suitable for communi-
ca伽 gb討weentwo end nodes， and propose four s仕ategiesfor re-organizing network 
topology based on characteristics of scale咽freenetwork and user's social behavior. In 
Chapter 5， we investigate user's subjective assessment on throughput degradation of 
bulk data仕ansmissionby us加gpsychological methods and comparative evaluation. 
We then conclude this thesis with future research topics in Chapter 6. 
6 
• 
; ， 
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Chapter 2 
Related work 
2.1 Related work about characteristics of RTT 
The characteristics of the end-to-end delay are well studied， because a delay that a 
packet encountered in a network affects directly communication quality of network-
aware applications. 
Authors in [26] study natures of RTTs measured by active measurement.百leyshow
that RTT has t江ne-dependentfluctuations and a distribution of RTT has a nature of 
heavy-tailed.百lesame observations are shown in [27]， ofwhich they use packet traces 
to obtain RTTs. In [28]， Paxson shows that measured Rπs are affected by propagation 
delayand queueing delay. Moreover， the end-to-end delay is a1so influenced by link 
utilization on alllinks in measured path and route change [29]. 
In [30]， authors distinguish the end-to田enddelay to three components that a陀 phys-
ical de1ay， queueing de1ay and processing delay in servers or clients.百l.eya1so show 
ア
戸
， 
.， 
.i v .‘ 4 
" 
司.
t 
1・
' 
、ー. 
、
whether measured end-to骨enddelay is dominated by which component in HTTP traf-
fic. In [31]， authors divide the end-to-end delay into four components， which are pro-
cessing delay， transmission delay， propagation delay and queueing delay. Moreover， 
出eyseparate these components into two categories， which are deterministic delay and 
stochastic delay. They show that the deterrninistic delay is affected by hop count and 
physicallength of a communication path. And also that distribution of the stochastic 
delay resembles a gamma-like shape with heavy-tail. 
Bolot [32] has studied the end-to-end delay and packet loss behavior in the Internet， 
and proposed the phase plot technique of RTTs， which a marker is pointed x = RTT n 
andy = RTT叫 1at coordinates (x今y).By using the phase plot， author shows the struc-
M陀 ofthe Intemet load with different probe intervals. Moreover， authors in [33] show 
that the Rπmeasurements are not affected by the probe packet interval， and 伽 si今
measured RTTs into influences of the route change and congestion by using the phase 
plot. However， these researches adopt a single queueing model to characterize the 
measured RITs. 
Authors in [34][35][36][3ηinfer intemal network behavior， which is the delay dis-
tribution of intema1link or packet loss， based on end-to-end network measurements 
obtained hy multicast probing; the so-called network tomography.百leseapproaches 
require cooperation of intemal nodes to support multicast sessions. To overcome 
this lir凶凶on，authors in [38][39][40][41]μ2] collect measurements by unicast prob-
ing for network tomography. The aim of network tomography is estimation of net-
work characteristics which can not be directly measured such as links between core 
routers. However， the factors that contribute to the delay distribution or loss behavior 
are not investigated， because these methods estimate delay distribution in intemallink 
8 
， ， 
-or packet loss behavior. 時
担
. Authors in [42] express a delay distribution by using finite mixture models. They 
????
???
???
、
estimate the delay distribution of intemallink by using unicast end-to-end probing. 
However，出eydo not consider an error of modeling， how accurately the delay distri-
bution is expressible by using mixed distribution is not shown. Also， how NIFs affect 
the distribution of RTTs is not investigated. 
、
???As already mentioned， ifwe understand the factors contributing to experienced 
delay in network， network incidents can be detected. Therefore， we focus on inferring ? ???
?
network impact factors， which contribute to血edelay distribution， by using the mixed 
distribution. 
< 
Related work about scale-free network 
A scale-free network is defined that the distribution of degree can be expressed by a 
2.2 
•. 
? ? ?power law function represented as P(k)αk-'， where k isthe degree of a node. Here， 
? ? ?the degree is the number of links connected to other node( s). In such a network， the 
、??
?
distance， which is the number of hops between arbitrary two nodes， decreases because 
most of血enodes connect with a smal1 num.ber of hubs. Moreover，加 [43]μ4]，they 
， 
'‘ have shown that node attacks on a single hub or a small number of the most con-
?， ? ? ? ?
??nected hub(s) seriously increase the average length of the shortest pa也 anddegrade 
' -.
In contrast， in random networks，出edis-the clustering coef白cientof the network. 
tances are longer than in scale-free networks. Moreover， random networks are robust 
to node attacks， and have better packet transfer between end nodes because there are 
. 
4・
• 
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no hubs [45]. 
To understand the prope討iesof the Internet， several researchers have studied math-
ematical rnodels of network topology. A model of network topology can be used 
to evaluate new network protocols and network simulations. Previousl予Waxman
model [46] has been proposed as a model of a random network. However， as dis-
∞ssed above， models of random networks do not express the nature of the Intemet 
well. A number of models that generate structures of scale-free networks， such as BA 
(Barabasi-Albert) [47]， PLRG (Power Law Random Graph) [48]， and GLP (Generalized 
Linear Preference) [49]， have been proposed. Tangmunarunkit et al. [50] and Jaiswal et
al. [51] have shown that these generators can express the topolo窃'ofthe Internet more 
accurately than random network models， as represented by Waxman model. More-
over， authors in [52] have evaluated a structure of the network using metrics based 
on economical and technological constraints. The researches on existing scale-free net-
work models have not considered whether the topology of the Internet is optimum in 
aspects of both communication e伍ciencyand attack tolerance. 
Moreover， scale咽freenetworks have concems over computer viruses and intentional 
at匂cks.In scale申仕eenetworlQ弓， even intentional aUacks to a slightly small number of 
nodes can damage performance of the whole network seriousl予andcomputer viruses 
are sp陀adingvery quickly between nodes， because of a scale-free nature. In [53]， au-
thors have analyzed the spreading of viruses in scale-free networks assumed as the 
Intemet. In [54][55][56]， they have proposed efficient immunization strategi~s to van画
ish computer viruses from a network. Dezso et al. [55] have shown that immunization 
to hubs in a network is more effective than random immunization. Moreover， Stauffer 
et al. [56] have considered a dissemination strate回rwith immunization to a s泊glenode，
， 
-、. 
10 
， ， 
、•• 
、 ? ，
and the vaccineおsp陀adfrofn the single J'¥ode by flooding to adjacent J¥odω. Fur位、er-
‘副Fmo陀 rcascading fai1ures a陀 ，causedby overload of trafic， which is redistributed from 
?
?
、???
other nodes disabled by intention attack. ln (57][58]， they have in\'~stigated dynamics 
of cascading failures inscale-free and random networks. Zhao ef 01. [59J have shown 
出atdanger of亡ascadingfailurぞsc削 除問duced by reassigning a capacity of a node 
in order to avoid overload of rでdistributedtrafic. Moreover， in[60)， auめorsha ve pro-
posed a defense strategy against cascadlng fai1ures in scaleイ問enetworks， "1¥ich is 
rewiring existing Unks to redis甘ibuteoverf1ow trafic fairly when cascadinちfai1ures
occur. The dan1age from the cascading fallure IS limited by adoptlng出isstrate拐rto
the whole of a network. However， such these strategies cannot improve the reliability 
of the network again.'it node failure. 
In contrast， some studies have proposed that the structu.re of thεlnternet can be 
modeled as a small-world network [hlJ(62]. A small-world network is defined as a 
high clustered network with higher communication efficiency. However， in a smaU申
world network， well-connected nodes， ¥f¥1hlCh a陀 refen喝さdas hubs in a scale圃貨をenet世
The vulnerability against node attack is caused by existence of work， do not exist. 
‘ 
加hubs in a network. Thereforを，to investigate hovv node attack affects performance ot a 
network， "，re focus on a scale-free network model. 
• . As mentioned above， some researches have performed to resolve dem釘 itsof a 
Iν 
scale-free nature. These studies focus on either communication e組:ciencyor attack tol軸
，、
erance. Such problems described above a陀 derivedfrom a structural nature of scale-
仕'enetworks. However， previous works have not resolved a structural problem of 
scale睡悦enetwork. To achieve a mo陀 appropriatetopology for a large scale network， 
it is neces鈎ryto consider a s仕ucれ11'eof scale-freをnetworksin terms of communication 
• 
. ‘ 
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efficiency and a抗acktolerance. In this paper， we investigate which network topology 
is mO陀 suitablefor the Intemet in terms of both communication e節ciencyand attack 
tolerance. Moreover， we also show how to re-organize a desired structure of a network 
based on the current topology. 
2.3 Related work about user's subjective assessment 
Due to the spread of the Intemet， various real-time applications such as VoIP， video 
conference， and streaming are provided. Several researchers have studies about the 
QoS of such real-time applications， because real-time applications are affected directly 
by degradation of network perfoロn紅lcethat is represented by increase of packet delay 
and packet loss. 
Authors in [63] have studied the ability of the current Intemet backbones to sup-
port IP telephony. Moreover， they have investigated what factor affects the quality of 
mιtひモndVoIP system. In怜4]，authors have shown that combination of DiffServ and 
MPLS (Multi Protocol Label Switching) network can achieve more efficient resource al骨
location for real帯timeapplications. Moreover， [65] has considered quality management 
method for VoIP based on RTCP XR to achieve the quality equivalent of the PS刀、1.
Moreover， authors in [66] have proposed adaptive QoS management technique for 
VBR (Variable Bit Rate) applications by using DiffServ. In this technique， ifthe pre-
de街、edpぽ formancecannot be achieved， the client informs the QoS manager to revise 
bandwidth requirement. 
In above-mentioned techniques， the QoS is based on packet dela予packetloss rate， 
and bandwidth， which are refeロedas network QoS. Quality management based on 
めenetwork QoS may not be appropriate for users， because the viewpoint of users is 
， 
12 
， 
• 
not considered. The subjective assessrnent frorn the viewpoint of users is general1y re-
ferred as user-level QoS. The user回levelQoS is quantitative assessrnent such.as 11 good" 
and JJbdf It is difacult to apply the user-level QoS directly to control the network ; 
-
QoS. Therefore， various rnethods to rnap the user-level QoS into the network QoS have 
been focused on. In [67]， authors have proposed a session control rnethod for audio-
video transrnission based on the user-level QoS. In this method， the user-level QoS is 
obtained as MOS (Mean Opinion Score)， which is integer value from 1 to S. Moreover， 
authors in [68] have proposed Quality-Oriented Adaptation Scheme to maximize the 
number of simultaneous end users for multimedia s仕eaming.[69] have proposed the 
D戸lamicQoS Queue Mapping algorithm which aims to increase network utilization. 
This algorithrn maps the packets into the appropriate service class of DiffServ based 
on the user-level QoS. 
Most of previous works are controlling the network QoS for real-time trafic. How-
ever， cornpetition of network resources also affects communication qua1ity of bulk traf-
fic without exception. Therefore， itis necessary to consider QoS management for per-
formance degradation of bulk traffic. Moreover， the previous works have perfoロned
an absolute evaluation to obtain user' s subjective assessment.百leappropriate man-
agernent is not uniform for each use乙becausenetwork environment of each user is 
quite different. The most important concem for users to evaluate quality of network 
service is how the users feel performance change (degradation) of network service 
compared with the usual performance. Therefore， we focus on perforrnance degra-
dation of bulk data transmission， and perforrn a comparative evaluation to measure 
user's subjective assessment. Based on the measurements， we estimate an appropri-
ate threshold for control1ing bandwidth without dependence on each user' s network 
? ?
、
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、
、environment. 
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Chapter 3 
Inferring Network Impact Factors: 
Applying Mixed Distribution to 
Measured RTTs 
3.1 Abstract 
，. 
The characteristics of RTT is capable of becoming a factor that greatly influences the 
communication quality of the network applications. Hence， there is a possibility that 
the higher-quality communication can be promising even in the same network envi-
ronment， by understanding the characteristics of RTTs more accurately. 
However， there may be multiple factors that influence the property of network. The 
modeling methods proposed previously are not enough to represent the distribution 
of the measured RTTs， because they use a single distribution for modeling. Therefore， 
15 
• 
， 
' 
we cannot obtain the information enough， even though the values of RTT contain ben-
eficial information. 
From these background， we firstly propose a modeling method by using the mixed 
dis廿ibution，and show that it is possible to express the delay characteristics more ac-
curately. We also consider that the number of combined probability distributions is 
closely related to the number of NIFs. Therefor巳 weinvestigate how NIFs influence 
the parameters of出emixed distribution. From the results， we propose a method of 
infeπ加gNIFs that influence the distribution of the measured RTTs， and we show that 
our proposed method can presume NIFs occurred in a network. 
3.2 Modeling methodology 
In仕tissection， we describe a rnodeling method by using the mixed distribution. 
3.2.1 恥1ixeddisfribution 
官官 mixeddistribution is a distribution that combines two or more probability dis-
tribution functions. If the distribution function of a probabilistic model Am (m = 
1，2，. . . ，11) isgiven by凡η(x)respectivel予theprobability distribution of the mixed 
distribution is defined as 
M 
RM(X)全LamRm(x)， (3.1) 
where αm (0 <αm < 1) isthe mixture ratio， which means出eweight of each distribu-
tion. Theoreticall)ら乞に1am should be 1. M却問sentsthe combined number of the 
distribution functions. We call it mixed degree. 
a除
In this thesお， we choose normal distribution as a candidate to combine for the 
16 
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‘ When there is no factor contributing to the delay distribution，mixed distribution. 
-
w 
‘ 
RTT is decided from propagation delay and processing delay.官官propagationdelay 
?
，
、? ? ?
? ，
???
is a deterministic delay that is time to propagate a packet through a communication 
link. However， the processing delay is a stochastic random variable because it is not 
、 ? 、
?
?、always the same for each packet due to variability of load in a router. Moreover， au-
t thors in [70] have shown that the processing delay can be well approx出latedby the 
B .， normal distribution. Therefore， we consider that the distribution of RTTs indicates the 
、normal distribution approx註nately，the mean of which includes the minimum delay 
F between two end nodes. The probability density function of the normal distribution is 
given by 
(3.2) f(z)=「L e場三，
1 
However， itis not where 0-2 and μmean the variance and the mean， respectively. 
comparable with the normal distribution because the normal distribution function is 
?
??
??
continuous value while the measured RTTs are discrete values. Therefore， we divide 
the probability variable of the normal distribution into a constant class value， derive 
u 
• ~. 
the probability value in each class value by quadrature by parts， and treat as a discrete 
value. We use 1μsec units as the class value because the measured RTTs are presented 
The granularity of time such asμsec can be obtain easily by using inlμsec units. 
gettimeofday () in widely岬usedLinux machines. 
Decision of appropriate model 3.2.2 
We use the least square method for deciding the parameter of the model based on a 
squared error. Various other clustering methods such as K-means algorithm and EM 
algorithm have been proposed. In this papeむwetry to express the delay distribution 
-. 
. 、
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by using as many sub-distributions as possible in modeling by the mixed distribution， 
even if some unnecessary distributions may be obtained. This is because we investi世
gate the influence of as many NIFs as possible. However， K-means algorithm requires 
the number of clusters prior to clustering， while it is hard to estimate the nurnber of 
clusters in the set of measured RTTs explicitly because the values of such RTTs have 
near values. EM algorithm considers the maximization of the likelihood function and 
出ecomplexity of the model function in case of the pararneter estimate of the model 
function a t he sむnetirne. In case of our modeling method， the complexity of the 
model function means the mixed degree， which is the number of the combined normal 
distributions. Therefore， the parameters estimated by EM algorithm may not minimize 
a modeling eηor. We廿Yto express the distribution of RTTs as accurately as possible 
to infer NIFs. Thus， we focus on only a squared error in modeling the distribution of 
Rηs. 
In the least square method， the s山nof squared error between the sampled values 
and the values obtained by the model distribution function is minimized. To obtain 
an appropriate set of the parameters， we iterate the minimizing steps based on the 
Gauss-Newton method. We use出eparameters having the minimum sum of squared 
differences as appropriate p訂 ameters.The proced ure of the parameter estima tion we 
used is shown as follows. 
1. We pick up t pairs of (value of R口 X
"
number of samples d(x1)) values from 
measured data. 
2. Calculate the probability of each Xt given by 
Pt=生4
t - N ' 
18 
(3.3) 
， 
????
?
?
?』
where N represents number of al RTT samples . 
• 
，. 
3. Set mixed degree to M. 
4. Set parameters of the model function RM (x) as initial values. 
5. Iterate the minimization steps based on the Gauss-Newton method 
6. Obtain the last parameters of RM (x) as appropriate parameters when mixed de-
gree isル1.
7. Set mixed degree to another value and iterate仕omStep 4 until the squa詑 derror 
1 
t 
does not change. 
In modeling by the mixed normal distribution， the par紅netersthat should be estimated 
are (1) the mean and (2) the variance of RTTs， and (3) the mixture ratio. 
Results of modeling end-to-end delay 
We first describe our measurement environment， and show characteristics of RTTs we 
3.3 
l 
ー
collected. Next， we show the results of modeling by the mixed distribution described 
可t 
P 
‘ 
、
m previous section. 
Measurements 
We measured RTTs from Osaka City U凶versityto total 14 randomly selected IP ad-
3.3.1 
dresses (labeled from IP1 to IP14)・Themeasurements were performed from July to 
， ? ?
、December， 2005. For each target IP address， we collected 24-hours of RTTs with 1 sec 
.> 
M interval by using ping command (total86，400 samples)・百lesize of the probe packet 
' .
• 
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is 56 Bytes. Dur加gthe measurement of Rl寸8，in order to monitor route changes， we 
also executed t raceroute to target hosts. Moreover， we also measured RTTs from the 
machine at author' s home for randomly selected 3 target hosts that are labeled IP15 to 
IP17. 
3.3.2 Overview of measurement results 
First of al， we show characteristics of the measured RTTs. Figure 3.1 shows the time-
dependent variations of RTTs and its probability distributions to IP1. The horizontal 
axis of Figure 3.1(a) is time rneasured， and vertical one shows values of RTTs. We 
can observe that RTTs have a tirne-of-day variance; in busy hours (e.g・， 12pm)， many 
people use the Intemet sirnultaneousl予andthe congestion of the network becornes in耐
creased. On the other hand， during silence hours (e.g・，Oarn)， values of RTIs are small 
because rnost of hosts do not generate traffic at that time. Moreover， there are sorne 
points having large values of RTTs (called spikes). It is because the network congestion， 
ARP aging out， temporary link failure， and route change etc. occurred suddenly. More骨
over， the values of R'廿 atrange between 191 ms and 193 rns are仕equentlygenerated 
compared to other extremely larger values. If an altemative path does not exist in case 
of link failure， we cannot obtain RTTs during such situation. ARP aging out causes 
increases a value of RTI suddenly. However， it does not last for long. In this range， we 
consider that network congestion or route change occur mainly. Unlike above勺rpeof 
variance， spikes may occur regardless of tirne-of-day. 
As shown in this figure， we can observe that there a陀 twoor more peaks in the 
distribution of RTTs. If we use a single distribution function to model the RTTs， a large 
e町oris appeared at the second peak of the distribution. This iswhy we廿Yto model it 
20 
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? ? ?
?
?
? ? ? ?
??
、
?
by the mixed distribution. Moreover， these distributions have a heaη tーailedproperty. ' 
官官sameresult has been reported in [26][27]. 
， 
?
?
，
3.3.3 恥10delingby single distribution • ， 
We here challenge modeling delay distribution by using single distribution. We se四
lected four distribution functions as candidates to express delay distribution. The Nor- ~ 
mal distribution is given by Eq.(3.2).百leErlangian and Pareto distributions are given ‘ 
by 
T 
‘電
入e一入X(入x)ηー1
f(x) = 入?η>0， (3.4 (n -1)! ? 
v、
and 
osα 
f(z)= (F+z)α+1 ' α，s > 0， (3.5 
respectively. The Weibull distribution is given by 
f(x) =会h 内叩6? 8， s，γ> O. (3.6) 
Papagiannaki et al. reported that queueing delay in single hop could be express well 
by a Weibull distribution [71]. 
Figure 3.2 shows the results of modeling by using candidate single distributions of 
which the parameters are optimlzed. We can observe from this figure that the results of 
single distributions are quite far from the measured RTTs. We consider following two 
reasons from this result. First， there are two peaks in IP12 while a single distribution 
has a single peak. Second， the distribution of RTTs has more heavy-tailed property， i.e・F
probabilities between 285.5 msec and 286.5 msec are almost steady. Even if a single 
21 
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distribution can白teither the region at peak何round285 msec)， or the other region at 
tail part (台om285.5 msec to 286.5 msec)， it cannot model both of two regions. 
3.3.4 Modeling by mixed distribution 
註1仕'lissubsection， we model the delay distribution by using the mixed distribution. 
Figure 3.3 shows the probab出tydistribution of the mixed distribution and the mea-
su陀mentdata on IP5 and IP15. Due to space limitations， we show the results of mod-
eling in IPS and IPlS， which are more complex cases (i.e・，there are many peaks than 
other datasets) inour measurements. In these白gures，"Log data" shows the probabil-
ity dis仕ibutionof measured RTTs， and "'M=l" means normal distribution shown by 
Eq.(3.2). We use the s凶 nof squared relative differences e!v[ (we refer as relative error in 
由主spaper) between臼 mpledvalue and model function as a metric of appropriateness 
of modeling. The sum of squared relative differences is given by 
e]l.{ - ナ(P1.- RM(xt)2 
亡7 Pt
(3.7) 
Table 3.1 shows the relative eηor in IP5 and IP15. In this table， "*" means that the 
parameters of仕lemixed distribution are the same in previous mixed degree. From 
this table， modeling by the mixed distribution can decrease the relative error greatly 
comparモdwith modeling by the normal distribution. Moreover， the delay distribution 
can be expressed more accurately as the mixed degree increases. Our results imply 
出atthere ~ an optimal value of the mixed degree for each measured data sets. In 
d恕seca鈍s，we consider出atthe optimal valueぉfivein IP5， and two in IP15， because 
the relative error has not changed even if the mixed degree is increased to six or more. 
• 
• 
• 
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Table 3.1: The relative error from sampled data 
-
?
??
?
， ??
?
?????
?
.-
Label el e2 巴3 ε4 e5 
IP5 0.398 0.050 0.046 0.026 0.025 
IP15 0.119 0.042 0.042持 0.042持 0.042斗
Moreover， from result of IP15， the mixed distribution can express the delay distribution 
As noted in the previous accurately加dependentto location of measurement hosts. 
subsection， ifwe focus on a single network impact factor on modeling， values of RTT 
affected by other factors are considered as error.百latis， we can consider that the mixed 
‘ 
も
degree is s仕onglyrelative to the number of NIFs. The number of NIFs is not always 
corresponding to the number of what really happened in a network (e.g・，route change， 
congestion etc， .…). We focus on factors contributing much to the distribution of出e
end-to四enddelay as NIFs. 
• 
?? ? ? ?
??
? ，
?
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?
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， 、
• 
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(b) IP15 
， 
-3.4 Inf1uences of Network Impact Factors 
In this section， inorder to clear how the factor affects the results of measured RTTs， 
we configure each network泊lpactfactor independentl予andinvestigate the influence 
to the characteristics of the RTT distribution in our experimental environment. The 
supposed NIFs ar:e hop countl route change， link capacityl and network congestion. 
Therefore， ifwe focus on the distribution of RTTs affected by changing hop coun七
then we con白gureonly one NIF that is hop count. In this case， the other NIFs and 
background traffic紅enot configured， because such factors may cause unnecessary 
effects to the distribution of RTTs. 
3.4.1 Experimental network 
We measured RTTs in three types of loca.I experimental network shown in Fig. 3.4. We 
consider that most of topologies between arbitrary end-to-end Intemet paめscan be 
presented by combination of topologies shown加 Fig.3.4. Figure 3.4(a) shows Topol-
0窃TTA which has a single route between end nodes. We chang伊ethe number of hosts 
between me白as釦ur悶
ogy T B which has伽twゆoroutes w削it白hd必if:仇f免er陀en.此，thop counts. Figure 3.4(c) shows Topology 
T c having two routes with the same hop count. To investigate the influence of the 
propagation delay between different paths， we configure RA and RB to generate a de-
lay as a propagation delay by using Dummynet .[72]・Allnodes in the exper出lental
network are composed of出es但neconfiguration shown in Table 3.2.百lebandwidth 
of al of the links in our experiment network is 1 Gbps. 
27 
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Table 3.2: The rnachine speci白cation
CPU Pentium4 2.4GHz 
Mernory 512MB 
05 Oebian GNU /Linux 3.1 
kemel 2.4.27 
NICs Intel PRO/1000 MT 
3.4.2 Hop count 
Figt江e3.5 shows the probabilistic distribution of rneasured RTIs in Topology T A. 
Moreover， Table 3.3 shows the parameters of the rnixed distribution that the rnixed 
degree is up to four since space is lirnited. Frorn these results， we observe that the 
mean and the variance are linearly increasing， and the shape of the delay distribution 
approaches the normal distribution， as the hop count increases. This is because the 
end-tかenddelay distribution 1S superposition of a delay distribution measured be-
tw使 neach router in a path.百lemixture ratios of "4 hops" and "5 hops" in Table 3.3 
a陀 nearly1. These distributions can be modeled by normal distribution. Moreover， 
出evadmcesd，σ3，and σi of"1 hop" are ex廿emelysmall values. We consider that 
some processing in a router causes these distributions， because there are no extemal 
factors such as i.e.， the route change and congestion. However， we can't predict accu-
rateIy such processing in the router. Therefore， we classify the distribution with the 
small variance into excep的 ηalvalues. We then defineσrau. as a threshold of the variance 
for classif戸時excepti∞alvalues. 
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-Table 3.3: The parameters of mixed distribution with different hop count 
Hop α1 α2 α3 α4 
count μl σz l μ2 σ: μa σ; μ4 σ 4 」t
1 hop 
0.15461 0.76456 0.02627 0.05466 
0.11012 6e-04 0.1806 I 0.00152 0.24996 0.00012 0.27186 I 0，00031 
0.04645 0.52425 0.42569 一2hops 
0.21481 0.00026 0.27174 I 0.00274 0.35528 0.00369 一 一
3hops 
0.01416 0.00317 0.6927 0.27809 
0.27124 I 0.00059 0.38442 I 2e-05 0.39579 0.00467 0.51427 I 0.00422 
4hops 
0.98708 一 一 一
0.57396 I 0.00935 一 一 一 一 一 一
5hops 
0.98274 一 一 一
0.81408 I 0.01055 ー 一 一 一 一
3.4.3 Route change 
We configure two routes to a target host by changing rou出 gby R 1 and R2 in Topolo-
gies T B and Tc. We switch the route (R1-RA-R2) to the other one (R1-RB-R2) after 12 
hours. Moreover， RA and RB generate delays of 10 msec and 11 rnsec， respectively in 
Topology Tc・InTopology T B， we do not con白guredelays at RA and RB1 because hop 
counts between two routes are di丘erence.Figure 3.6 shows the probability dis仕ibu-
tion of measured RTTs in Topology TB. In our experimental netwo汰，wecan iden尚r
which path the probe packet was forwarded through. However， in陀alnetworks， we 
cannot classiちTthe measurモdRTTs into subsets depending on different paths， during 
performing a measuring仕ial.We can just obtain RTTs between arbi仕arytwo end 
nodes.百leset of the measured RTTs includes delays caused by various network fac-
tors that include route change. Therefore， we try to identi今existenceof the route 
change by analyzing the measured RTTs based on the mixed dis仕ibution.Table 3.4 
also shows the parameters of the mixed distribution.百lemixture ratios of each dis-
tribution are approximately 0.5 in T B， which clearly shows出atthe duration of route 
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Table 3.4: The parameters of mixed distribution with route change 
Topology αl α2 α3 
(11 
σz 1 μ2 σ; μ3 σj μ4 σ4 z 
0.5025 0.49296 ー ー
TB 0.3447 0.00564 1.04703 0.01627 ー ー 一 一
Tc 
0.00767 0.48121 0.48612 0.09548 
10.38349 0.00062 10.46628 0.00947 11.4712 0.00993 12.91425 2.86071 
change can directly be mapped into the mixture ratios of the mixed distribution. More-
over， compared with the impact of parameters influenced by changing the hop count， 
we consider that the mean and the variance have not changed greatly by the route 
change. This is because the endぺO幅enddelay distribution may be considered the sum 
of the distribution of each route， when the route change occurred. However， the mixed 
degree is four though number of routes is two in Tc. By guessing from the mean and 
the variance and the mixture ratio， the first and the second distributions are grouped 
as the same route， and the other two distributions are the same route. This isbecause a 
prediction of the mixture ratio is 0.5， and the delay values measured in the same route 
have closer values. ln fact， two or more distributions might exist together in one route. 
ln such case， the ratio of廿afficpass加geach route can be obtained from the sum of the 
mixture ratios grouped as the same route. 
3.4.4 Link capacity 
We con白gurethat bandwidth of link between R2 and R3 isvaried from 64 Kbps to 
100 Mbps in Topology TA • Figure 3.7 shows the probabilistic distribution of RITs 
at range between 64 Kbps and 1恥1bps.ln仕tissubsection， we intend to investigate 
whether the variance of RTI is varied by changing a link capacity or not. In order to 
、
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園infer NIFs more accuratel予weconsider that it is necessary to clarify behavior of the 
parameters of the mixed distribution due to a difference in a link capacity. We飴ld
that the mean of RTT distribution is increasing as the link capacity narrows， and the 
variance is not influenced. We consider that increase of the mean of出emeasured RTTs 
is due to increase of transmission delay of a probe packet. However， inreal network 
envIronment such as the Intemet，胎lkcapacity， which is bandwidth of bottleneck link， 
is greatly changed due to varying amount of trafic. Therefore， we next investigate 
inf1uence of network congestion. 
3.4.5 Congestion 
To investigate the influence of network congestion， we use Topolo窃TT A having four 
hop counts (i.e・， total白venodes). We set the capacity of link between R2 and R3 to 
be 5 Mbps. We also genera.te trafic by TCP connections between R2 and R3， that the 
、
size of each TCP packet fol'ows the distribution of the size of packets as shown in [73] 
Figure 3.8 shows the distribution of measured RTTs in each transrnission rate. Table 3.5 
shows the parameters of the mixed distribution plo抗edin Figure 3.8. As shown in仕1is
figure， a part of the distribution from 1 msec to 2.5 msec is spreading as the average 
transmission rate increases. We consider that the spread註19part of the distribution 
(i.e.， having the sign泊cantlarge value of the variance) is due to network congestion. 
When there is no congestion between end nodes， the variance of RTTs may be small 
on each router， and the variance is stil smal1 in non-congested route compared with 
the value in congested route. From this reason， we introduce the threshold (/~p of the 
variance of RTTs to identify network congestion. We determine that there is conges-
tion in somewhere on the route if the value of the variance of measured RTTs exceeds 
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Table 3.5: The parameters of mixed distribution influenced by congestion 
I Traffic I?i!α2 ， 1 ~3 ij I ~4 ij I 
0.85211 0.05478 0.0912 一0加fbps O.ω7~1 . o.∞834 0.76313 J 0.00095 O組 8710.00284 一 一
0.04984 0.89343 0.0571 一1.6 Mbps 
0.73124 I 0.00276 0.8322 I 0.0102 1.2325 I 0.10441 一 一
2.9 Mbps 0.55737 0.07223 0.3351 0.04012 
0.82277 I 0.01156 1.00021 I 0.00527 1.15103 I 0.01659 1.44747 I 0.127~ 
3.7恥fbps 0.10386 0.30541 0.28189 0.30112 
0.68067 I O.∞615 0.7981 I 0.01830 1.1209 I 0.0201 1必 49I 0.02347 
せlethreshold (j~p' Because we don't entirely investigate how deg悶 ofcongestion af-
fects the value of the variance， we can only identify whether there is congestion on the 
route or not. Moreover， congestion experienced in the measured RTTs includes n計画
work congestion and server congestion. Server congestion appears in increase of the 
processing delay of the server， which is generally stochastic random variable. There置
fore， we consider that the proposed method can infer the server congestion as network 
congestion. However， we cannot distinguish the network congestion and the server 
congestion specifically. Congestion caused by the processing delay in a server and the 
relationship between the degree of the congestion and the value of the variance are our 
h加rerese訂chtopics. 
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3.5 Inferring NIFs 
We propose an estimation method of network behavior by decomposition of the mixed 
distribution. We also presurne the events that occur in network frorn the measurernents 
ofR1寸sby using the results of decornposition. 
3.5.1 Proposed method 
At the beginning， we describe the outline of the proposed method briefly. After mod-
eling by the mixed distribution， we obtain a number of sets of the parameters of the 
normal distribution as the components of the mixed distribution. Each set of the pa-
rameters includes the mean， the variance of normal distribution， and the mixture ratio. 
We check each set of the parameters and classify the parameter set into a correspond-
ing NIF. As described in the previous section， a network congestion causes a significant 
inα'ease of the variance of normal distribution. In contrast， increases of the mean and 
the variance are appro幻matelypropo凶onalto hop count. However， the increase of 
the variance derived from a network congestion is extremely larger than the one de-
rived from the number of hop count. Therefore， ifthe variance of a parameter set is 
加 gerthan出evariance increased by hop count， we classi今thefactor of the normal 
distribution with the parameter set into a network congestion. Moreover， the mean 
and the variance of a parameter set have the rninimum values. If the mean or the vari-
ance of a parameter set is smaller出anthe rninimum value， we classify the par紅neter
史tinto an exception. A parameter set failed to fu凶1above conditions is classi白edinto 
the orig註'¥alcharacteristic of a link. Furthermore， we define the number of parameter 
犯tsclassified into the characteristic of a link as the number of the paths， because such 
出eparameter sets should not exist in a single certain pa th.百ledetail procedure of our 
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proposed method is as follows. 
We label the set of parameters for each distribution with Y'l = (αt・μ1・o})(i = 
1. 2. . . . . 1¥-1). We assume that the parameter sets Yz are sorted by the mean in as幽
cending order. We define L as an estimation value of the number of routes， and 
L/ (l = 1，2γ・ ぅL)as a set of Yt 出atpasses in route l. We define the threshold to 
estimate the influence by congestion asσ~P' and the threshold to classi今exceptional
values as O-[OW' Moreover， the mean of measured RTTs when hop count is oneおde-
noted asμth， and the mixture ratio of route 1 isdenoted as T/. From these definitions， 
the procedure of our proposed method to infer NIFs is shown as below. 
1. Setσふ川.lthas the variance and the mean of measured RTIs when hop count is 1. 
2. Set a~p as the theo附 icalvalue of the variance when hop count is 30 
3. 'l← 1， j← 1， c← 1 flαg← O 
4. If flag = 0， u←t 
5. Evaluate conditional expressions shown as follows. 
2 _/ _2 ・σtく σlωorμるく μth
Set the NIF of Exceptional value as (E) 
.れσ2por|μtー μul三官しμth
Set the NIF of Congestion as (C) 
• otherwise 
Set the NIF of Link Characteristics as (LC)， Ifiヂ1，c← c+l 
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6. Add Yt to element of Lc. 
7. if the factor of YJ = (LC)， flag← 1 and u←3 
8. J←J + 1 and evaluate the following expression. 
If 
J < 't then Back to Step 7 
J > i then J← 1 and Step 9 
9. ~ ← i + 1 and evaluate the following expression. 
If 
zく Nl then Back to Sもep4
~ >l\イ then Step 10 
10. Set the sum of the mixture ratio of the distribution including Lc toT c. 
h血ismethod， the NIF labeled as (LC) includes influences of hop co山lI，link capacity 
and link latency. As a result， Ll and Tl present the set of parameters set and the mix-
ture ratio of the dis仕ibutionthat passed in route l， respectively. Finally， the value of c 
denotes the number of the routes. 
In 5tep 5， we first check whether Yt is exceptional value. Then， we check whether 
Yt is caused by network congestion. To detect the congestion， we focus on the variance 
(72of出edistribution. For h-hop destination， the minimum value of the variance σ2 
is expected to be a summation of the variances of delays for each hop. It can be ap-
pmmaぬdto a'fow x h. However， since we cannot obtainせleexact hop count to the 
destination just monitoring RTIs， we need to consider the approximate threshold for 
、-
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the congestion. Generall予mostof hop counts for arbitrary source/ destination pairs 
in the Intemet can be considered up to 30， which value is the defau1t of t rel.ceroute. 
Therefo民間制thethr帥 old(I~p to be (I~p = 30 xσんWeconsider that the threshold 
(I~p is enough to infer network con伊stionin manyω偽 becausethe variance凶 u-
enced by network ，congestion is extremely la培e.However， the threshold ()~p may not 
be able to approxima1te accurately the variance increased by hop count， because the 
va創釘司i"
Oぱft白he引idωen凶tif:仕ikCa討tiωiぬon九， we also consider the case when the averag伊eof measured RTπτS 
iおslar培ge釘rt血ha釦nthe expected minimum value of the RTTs. We introduce the condition 
expression into our estimation method， which is given by 
|σ?-dl 
|μt一向|く っ ×μ恥 (3.8) 
where u (u = 1，2，・ .. ， 1，)shows the suffix of the parameter set identified as (LC)， which 
is the cl ω 引 o1，. 1加n川1吋the加加M児削削叫引刊Ird.ti妙gh山 andω eoぱfE同q.(σ3.8め)， 1匂毛支苛守t三ず:子i主~Imυ川m印neansa 
hopc∞oun江m工吋1吠t，which is considered to cause the difference of the variance.日仕leleft-hand 
side and the right-hand side are equal， Yt can be considered as凶 luenceof hop count. 
Moreover， ifthe left-hand side is greater出釦出eright-hand side， the increase of the 
mean is too large although the variance varies hardly. In this case， we consider that Y't 
is influenced by link capacity or link latency. Therefore， we classiちTYt as a distribution 
influenced by network congestion. 
3.5.2 Verification of proposed method 
In this subsection， we actually infer NIFs in the experimental network. We first make 
three unknown network topologies by combining three types of topologies (T A， TB and 
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Tc). We also set link capacities and propagation delays in these topologies. We then 
measure RTTs for 24 hours with 1 sec intervat and model the measured RTTs by using 
the mixed distribution. After modeling， we apply our proposed method which infers 
NIFs shown in the previous subsection. Finall予wecompare the results of inferred 
NIFs to the con白gurationof the topologies we generated.ηlUS， ifthe delay factors 
we generated purposely加 anetwork can be inferred from the measured RTIs， we 
consider that the proposed method works accurately. 
Table 3.6 shows the result of inferring NIFs. Figure 3.9 shows the topologies that 
we measured RTTs of Samples shown in Table 3.6. Namel)ろFig.3.9 shows the right 
answer of the NIFs for each Sample， respectively. The dotted line in this白gureshows 
traffic stream except the probing trafic. In Table 3.6， Sample-l has two routes and one 
of them is congested. In Fig. 3.9(a)， the route (R1-RA -R2) has background TCP traffic 
whose the transmission rate is 2.9 Mbps， so there is congestion at RA. By comparing 
Sample-l in Table 3.6 to Fig. 3.9(a)， we found that our method can correctly infer al 
NIFs presented in Fig. 3.9(a). Considering the mixture ratio， Route 2 of Sample世2is 
for the route (R1-RA-R2) inFig. 3.9(b). (C) is caused by the congestion at Router RA in 
Fig. 3.9(b). Route 2 of Sample-3 is for the route (R1←RAI-RA2-R2) in Fig. 3.9(c). (C) is 
caused at RA1 in this route. 
From these results， we found that the number of routes and the mixture ratio are 
estimated acαrately. Moreover， the mixture ra tio for each route is almost the same to 
the ratio of the duration for being selected the route. Our proposed method can also 
infer the ratio of selecting route from multiple routes accurately， even if we on1y have 
a set of measured RTIs. 
、、
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町Table 3.6: Results of inferring NIFs in exper凶1entainetwork ， 
Dataset Route No. Mixture ra tio Parameters NIFs 
S紅nple-1
1 0.5094 Yl， Y2 (LC)， (C) 
2 0.48853 Y3 (LC) 
1 0.02471 Y1 (E) 
Sample之 2 0.84768 Y2， Y3 (LC)， (C) 
3 0.11139 Y4 (LC) 
Sample四3
1 0.37294 Ylf Y2 (LC)， (E) I 
2 0.6443 Y3， Y4 (LC)， (C) I 
3.5.3 Inferring NIFs in network simulation 
In order to validate our estimation method more strictl予wesimulate more realistic 
environment by using ns-2 [74]. Figure 3.10 shows our simulation topology which is 
inspired from Abilene core topology. The topology has 11 top-level routers and 22 
middle routers. Moreover， 10 end noaes connect with a middle router. The propaga-
tion delay of the links is set to 10 ms. We set bandwidth of links between top-level 
routers as 5恥1bps，those between top-Ievel routers and middle routers as 3 Mbps， and 
those between middle routers and end nodes as 1 Mbps. To cause network congestion， 
we generate TCP traffic between end nodes and CBR traffic between middle routers. 
We select 110 TCP senders from the end nodes randomly. Moreover， we also choose 
pinger and pingee nodes randomly from the end nodes. The simulation parameters 
are shown in Table 3.7. 
Figure 3.11 shows the probability distribution of RTTs measured between randomly 
the selected end nodes. Figure 3.12 shows variation of血eaverage queue length at the 
intermediate router between the selected end nodes. Thus， increase of the average 
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Table 3.7: The simulation parameters 
total nodes 253 
top-level routers 11 
intermediate routers 22 
end nodes 220 
# of TCP connections 110 
CBR rate 4Mbps 
#ofR廿 samples 43，200 
ns-2 version ns・2.29
中euelength indicates network congestion， and wεcan identify existence of the net-
work congestion for ¥'erifying the陀sultsof inferred NIFs. From this figure， congestion 
ocαl.fS approximately from 0 sec to 28，800 sec， namely 2/3 of the measurement dura-
tion.τable 3.8 shows the result of infe汀ingNIFs from the measured data in the sim-
uJation network. We found that the rate of congestion duration and the mixtu陀 ratio
are a1most corresponding. We also found that the network behaviors can be infer陀d
(0π'ectly by using our propωed method. 
In this sirnulation， we assume network congestion ocα江陀din a top-level router. 
1ft}世間a陀 multiplecongestion ocωπed in a certa in pa th， the e任ectsof the multiple 
congestion are appearlω in the distribution of RTIs as a convolution of these effect. 
Nan凶y，the difference degr悦 sof congestion are appeared in the distribution of R1寸s
as nonnaJ distrめutionswith different parameters. Thus， we can ident均 evensuch 
mu1tiple congesti∞contributing to the distribution of RTTs as diffe陀ntdegrees of 
congesti∞. 
、
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Table 3.8: Res凶tsof inferring NIFs in simulation network _ 
Dataset Route No. Mixture ratio Parameters NIFs 
SimuJation 0.999 (0.31336，0.68564) Y1， Y2 (LC)， (C) 
3.5.4 Infening NIFs to RTT measured in the Internet 
We apply our method to RTIs meaSUl吋 fron1randomly selected IP add陀ssesin the 
Intemet. From thc results of our experimental neh.vork and the network simulation， 
we show that the proposed method can infer the factors contributing to the delay dis-
tribution cor陀ctly.Although it is very hard to verify the applied 陀sultsin the Internet 
due t{) the lack of the cor陀ctknowledge about the condition of the measured paths， 
¥'e consider tha t the a pp lied陀sultscan infer NIFs of the measured paths between our 
measu陀menthost and the selerted lr add陀sses.Table 3.9 shows the results of apply圃
ing our proposed mcthod to each IP addresses. In "IPlγ11 and "IP2" of Table 3.9， two 
0併rmo 陀 distributions t出ha剖ta 民陀~ inferred a前S
ronsider tめha抗tdi“f.た知e引r陀で-en附1壮tde句gt陀モ-eeof c∞ong伊es計州tionoccur in the same rout匂e.The degree of con-
gestion changes g陀atlybecause the load to routers in the Intemet is time-dependent. 
However， ¥4le have not ana)yzed the infl uences of variations of the deg陀eof conges .
tion yet would be a uscful information for network operators by investigating mo陀
details about the congestion.η市 isone of our future research topics. 
Moreover， we found that ~lme of destinations have mo陀 (orless) routes than we 
infenモd(we confirmed by traceroute)・Mostof the reason is that， ifmultiple rou総s
havethe純menumber of hops with the same propagation delays， the distributions of 
thωe routes a陀 compJetelyoverlapped. If route change occurs between these routω， 
our method陀伊吋sめeseroutes as a single route.η、isis beca use these rou飴changes
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Table 3.9: Results of inferring NIFs in the Intemet 
Dataset Ll3-_ol!t~ No. I Mixture ratiOl Parameters I Network lmpact Factors 
IP1 1 0.9777 Y1， Y21 Y31 Y41 YS， Y6 (LC)， (E)， (C)， (C)， (C)， (C) 
IP2 1 1.00508 Y1， Y2， Y3， Y4 (LC)， (C)， (C)， (C) 
IP4 1 0.21772 Y1， Y2 (C)， (E) 2 0.77172 Y'3， Y4， Y5， Y6， Y7 (LC)， (E)， (C)， (C)， (E) 
IP5 1 0.42004 YlI Y2 (LC)， (C) 2 0.56941 Y3， Y4， YS (LC)， (C)， (C) 
IP7 1 0.76493 Y1， Y2， Y3， Y.j (LC)， (E)， (C)， (C) 
2 0.22991 YS， Y6 (LC)， (C) 
1 0.85464 Y1， Y2， Y3， Y4， YS， Y6 (LC)， (C)， (E)， (C)， (C)， (C) 
IP9 2 0.6523 Y7 (LC) 
3 0.03166 YS (LC) 
IP14 
1 0.34261 Y1 (LC) 
2 0.66466 Y2， Y3， Y4， Y5 (LC)， (E)， (C)， (C) 
do not a任ectthe measured RTTs greatlテ
Another reason is from the misrnatch between the IP and山lderlying(e.g・，layer-
2 etc.) networks. For exarnple， ifthe load balancing is achieved in layer-2 network， 
t raceroute reports that there is a single route， while our method replies there are 
multiple routes. However， our objective is not to obtain the complete routes to the 
destination， but to investigate what kind of NIF has an irnpact to the delay distribution 
between two end nodes. Namely， we intend to clarify the NIFs con廿ibu也19greatly 
to RTTs. Therefore， ifthere are some NIFs that have very litle impact to RTTs such 
as above route changes， our method may ignore such NIFs and they woulq not be 
appeared in the results of our proposed method. 
、、
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3.6 Concluding r~marks 
Inせuschapter， we have proposed a modeling method by using the mixed distribu-
tion. Our numerical 陀sultshave shown that delay distribution can be modeled more 
accurately hy using the mixed distribution where two or more factors that affect net圃
work delays exist together. We also have investigated the influence that cause by each 
network impact factor independentlyレwhichaffects the characteristics of the RIT dis-
仕ibution.Furthermore， by using these results， we have proposed an inferring method 
of network hehavior by decomposition the mixed distribution. The inferring method 
has presurned the events that occur in network from the measurements of RTTs and its 
result of decomposition. 
For future research topic， we need to consider that mo陀 detai!eddelay factors can 
bep四sumedby clari内ringthe relation how the factor to change the delay influences 
the parameters of the mixed distribution. 
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Chapter4 
A Strategic Approach for Re-organizing 
the Internet Topology by Applying 
Social Behavior Dynamics 
4.1 Abstract 
Scale-free networks such as the 1nternet have a high tolerance to node failure， and 
also that hese networks are ex仕emelyvulnerable to node attacks on hub nodes. Such 
intentional attacks cause cascading failures which affect performance of the whole net-
work， even if血enumber of nodes attacked is extremely small. However， there has 
been no evaluation of whether the current Intemet is optimum for bo仕1communica-
tion efficiency and attack tolerance， although a more appropriate structure for a large 
scale network such as the Internet may be exist. 
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Our objective in this chapter is to determine whether there is a rnore suitable net-
work topology for the Intemet. For this purpose， we investigate how rnalicious node 
attacks affect scale-free networks with different characteristics. Moreover， we define 
three metrics to represent the capabilities of the network from various viewpoin也.
According to the results of investigation， we found that the value of勺 whichis the 
exponent parameter of the power law， may be a slightly smaller than the cuηent one. 
To reduce the value ofγ， nodes must be connected to hubs mo陀 preferentially.
However， itis impossible to re-organize to a new network topolo窃，by using a scrap-
and岬buildapproach， because the current lnternet is no longer operated by a single 
administrative representatives or even a small number of them. Therefore， we con-
sider that changing the end users' connectivity s仕ategyis only the way to change the 
whole topology of the network. For that purpose， we propose four strategies for陀ー
orgaIiizing a network: rank申based，exponential distribution based， gamma distribution based， 
and random based. We also use a di任usionmodel based on the Bass model to sirnulate 
interaction between the nodes in a network. Finally， we show the characteristics of 
the re四organizednetworks by applying the Bass model. Based on the resu1ts of the 
re-organ包ation，we discuss which s仕ate窃，is more appropriate for achieving a desired 
network. 
4.2 Metrics representing communication capabilities 
In this section， we describe the metrics to represent network capabilities: Clustering 
co伊cient，Efficiency， and Reachability. 
， 
'. ， 
‘' 
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4.2.1 Clustering coefficient 
Clustering coefficient C shows how nodes adjacent to node i connect with each other. 
A node adjacent to node i isdefined as a node that is connected direct1y to node i. We 
represent the topology of a network in a graph as G， and the sub-graph of adjacent 
nodes connected to node i as Gt・Letkt denote the number of nodes of Gt・Clustering
coe丘icientC of the graph G is given by 
C=主Ct，c l(Gz) -z一九(kt- 1)/2' (4.1) 
where l(Gt) is the total number of links of Gu and Ct is clustering coefficient of the 
sub-graph G t • Moreover， let N denote the number of nodes in G. 
Nodes of the network connect to each other more closely as the value of C is larger. 
The topolo窃Tof a network with C = 1 isfully meshed. There is the average of shortest 
path leng出asa similar metric. Generally， ifa value of C is large， then one of average 
of shortest path length is small. However， [75] has shown that a network with a large 
clustering coefficient and a large value of average of the shortest path exists. Therefore， 
we consider the clustering coefficient as one of metrics to evaluate a structure of a 
network， not only the average of shortest path leng血.
4.2.2 E飴deney
Average of shortest path length L is a measure of a network' s information retrieval ef-
ficiency. Shortest path length is the number of hops on the shortest path between two 
arbitrary nodes. However， ifwe cannot reach from node 't to node j because some of 
intermediate nodes are accidentally removed， then the shortest path length from node 
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i to node J isdivergent to +∞. As a consequence， the value of L is also divergent 
to十x.To avoid仕usdivergence， we calculated a value of L after excluding two such 
nodes from a graph. It is not valid to exclude unconnected nodes from an evaluation of 
topology characteristics， because the number of available nodes changes as the topol-
ogy of the network changes. In血ispaper， we used the definition of efi・ciencyproposed 
in [43] instead of L. 
Let d1) and ~l) = 1/ dりdenotethe shortest path length and the φ・cmcyF陀spectivel予
between node 1 and node J.百leφ・ciencyE( G) ofa graph G isgiven by 
〉片山ιロε1.1 1 " " (G) = 一 向 山 J= 、、ー
iV(lY' -1) N(N -1 ) 収~ dtJ 
(4.2) 
In Eq.(4.2)， the value of E(G) decreases as the average of shortest path length in-
αeases. Moreover， when there is no route between two nodes， we have εり=Obecause 
d1J = +コc.Thus， we can compare graphs fairIy without excluding unconnected nodes. 
4.2.3 Reachability 
Reachability is a metric that shows whether there is a path between two nodes. If 
there is a pa出betweennode i and node j， local reachability RtJ equals 1， otherwise ~J 
equals O. Focusing on the whole network， reachability R of a graph G is shown by 
R=-7Z九3
Zヲ正3εG
(4.3) 
Reachability shows the ratio of the number of available nodes to the number of 
al nodes in a network.日we can communicate between any pair of nodes in a net-
work， reacl羽bilityR becomes 1. We consider that the network where R is not strongly 
、、
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influenced by node attacks is more robust. 
" 
4.3 Impad of node attacks by parameter of power func-
tion 
In this section， we白rstdescribe our simulation environment that includes generation 
of topologies by using scale-free models. Then， by using the simulation， we investigate 
how intentional attacks affect the metrics proposed in the previous section. 
4.3.1 Simulation environment 
We adopt GLP model， which generates the topolo窃'mostsimilar to the current Inter-. 
net shown in [49]， asa model of a scale-free network. We also generate seven topolo-
gies with different values of γby changing出einput parameters of GLP model. In the 
current Internet， the value of γis approximately 2.15. When the value ofγis smaller 
than the current one， we predict that communication efficiency improves. This isbe-
cause the number of links connecting to hubs becomes larger. In contrast， we p児dict
that the network structure is more vulnerable to node attack. Therefore， we set the 
value ofγbetween 1.85 and 2.15， inorder to investigate whether a network to satis今r
with both communication efficiency and attack tolerance exists or not. We also use 
BRITE [76]， which is a widely-used topology generator. We investigate the influences 
of node attacks in Waxman model [46] as a random network model出atis assumed to 
be influenced litle by node attacks. All the topologies we generate have 2，000 nodes. 
We assume node attacks that remove nodes one by one based on their number of 
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Figu陀 4.1:F10w chart of simulation for investigating the effect of node attack 
links starting from the node with the highest links. We define p as the ratio of the num-
ber of removed nodes to the nurnber of al nodes in the network. Of course， itis not 
easy to obtain information about link connection between nodes in real situation. In 
our simulation， we assume that attackers know such information completely..η、ere-
fo陀 Iour results show the impact of node attacks in the worst case. A flow chart of our 
sirnuJation model described above is shown in Fig. 4.1. We remove nodes constiれlting
a network until al of the nodes are disabled， and investigate how node attacks affect 
themehics. 
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Figure 4.2: Effect on clustering coefficient of changing a fraction of removed nodes p 
(N = 2，000). 
4.3.2 Clustering coe飽cient
Figure 4.2 shows how node attacks affect出eclustering coefficient in scale-free and 
random networks when p is varied from 0 to 0.01. The horizontal axis represents出e
ratio of removal nodes p， and the vertical axis represents the value of the clustering co-
efficient C. As the figure shows， we found that the slope of lines in scale-free networks 
approaches the slope of line in a random network as the value ofγincreases. The val-
ues of clustering coefficient in scale-free networks are larger than those of a random 
network. That is， adjacent nodes of each node in scale企'enetworks are connected 
more thickly than in a random network. 
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4.3.3 E飽deney
Figure 4.3 shows how node attacks affect伊ciencyE( G) inscale-free and random net-
works when p isvaried from 0 to 0.3. The horizontal axis represents the ratio of removal 
nodes p， and the vertical axis represents the value of E(G). Itcan be seen here that the 
variations in the φtciency show the same tendency as the clustering coefficient. The 
value of E ( G) of a scale-仕eenetwork with γ= 1.85 is irnproved up to approximately 
50% compared with a random network without node attacks. However，加ascale-free 
network， the variance of the number of links of individual node is large.百lehubs in 
a network are first removed by node attacks， degrading E( G) of a scale-free network 
more quickly血anthat of a random network. 
、、
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4.3.4 Reachability 
Figure 4.4 shows the vulnerability to node attacks of scale-free and random networks. 
The horizontal axis represents the ratio of removal nodes p， and the vertical axis rep-
resents the value of the reachability R. In a scale-free network with γ= 2.15， when 
10% of a1 of the nodes in the network have been removed， half of the nodes c紅mot
be communicated with. Moreover， ina 8cale-free network with γ= 1.85， the num-
ber of comrnunicating nodes is halved by removal of only 0.5% of a1 of the nodes in 
the network. In a scale-free network with a high clustering coefficient， each node is 
closely connected to a仲centnodes. These nodes form a cluster centering on a hub， 
and such clusters are connected with each other via hubs. Because hubs are removed 
仕oma network by node attacks， connections between such clusters are 1ost， and then 
the perforrnance of the network is degraded scenically. 
4.3.5 Discussion 
Here， based on our results， we here discuss wruch scale-free network is rnore appro-
priate in terrns of cornmunication efficiency and attack tolerance. Figure 4.5 compares 
the difference in vulnerabilities to node attacks of scale-仕eenetworks with different 
γvalues. The horizontal axis represents the exponent pararneterγof a distribution of 
the number of links in a scale-free network， and the vertical axis represents出eaverage 
rate of change under node attacks for each metric. The average rate of change of each 
rnetric is defined as the slope from the point at which p equa1s 0 to the point at which 
the value of a metric equals O. Thus， a srnaller value of the average rate means rnore 
susceptive to node attacks. 
From Fig. 4.3， inorder to achieve a rnore e任ectivenetwork topology， it'8 preferable 
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出atthe value of γis as smaller value as possible. However， ascan be seen in Fig. 4.5， 
0.25 0.2 0.15 
p 
0.1 0.05 。。
a scale-free network with a smaller value ofゥismore susceptible to node attacks. In 
the range betweenγ= 2.05 andγ= 2.15， the average rate of change in C， E(G)， and R 
are almost the same， respectivelテMoreover，vulnerability to node attacks is higher in 
ぜleregion where γis below 2.00.百levulnerability against node attack is not increased 
2.15， although communication efficiency is in the rむ1gebetween γ= 2.05 and γ= 
Moreover， we can identiかtheknees of the 回lprovedas血evalue of γdecreases. 
ωrves of each metric in Fig. 4.5 by using a knee point detecting method described 
加[77].官官seresults suggest that a scale帽freenetwork withγ= 2.05 is more attack 
Previous studies have shown that the 
、、
tolerant and commurucates more efficiently. 
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topolo窃Tof the current Internet is a scale-free network with γ ~ 2.15 [10]. Moreover， 
h in [78]， authors have shown that the value ofγdoes not change sigr凶 cantlybetween 
2000 and 2005， although the number of nodes connecting to the Intemet is increasing 
scenically. The same observation about出evalue of γhas also been shown in [49]. To 
地
communicate more effectively without increasing the vulnerab出t予thetopolo窃rof the 
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current Internet may have a smaHerγvalue. 
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Re-organizing process 
¥ We describe a pr.ocess to re-orgru:せzea network topology in this section， and an agent-
4.4 
ば basedmodeling based on the Bass model， which is one of widely-used diffusion mod-
els. Moreover， according to the diffusion process， we explain a way to change a user' s 
connectiviザstrategyto our proposed s仕ategies.
Re-organization model 4.4.1 
As describe above， there may be a more appropriate structure of the current Intemet 
Therefore， itis necessary to change in terms of communica討ngbetween end users. 
位、es廿uctu児 ofthe Intemet in some way. To change the structure of the Intemet， we 
consider伽 tchanging individual's connectivity s仕ategyis出eo吋ywa予because i tis
出lpossibleto reconstruct the αrrrent Intemet from scratch. Moreover， since the cur-
回ntInternet has grown according to individual node' s connection policies， we also 
?
?
? ??
， ?
believe changing individual's s廿ategiesis the on1y the way to change出etopology of 
the Internet. 
To change individ ual' s s仕ategy，we need to select a node changing its connectivity 
strategy. In [21]， we selected such a node one by one from the whole network at ran-
dom. Mo陀over，we assumed that the selected node changes its connectivity s仕ate窃r
However， we cannot force the users to.ch紅1geto our proposed 抑制giescertainly. 
their ∞rutectivity s仕ate窃，toa new one. In real networks， we consider that a connec-
“vity s仕ategyof individual node spreads by the interaction between nodes such as 
word of mouth， not by random. Therefore， the results of陀ーorga凶zingnetwork may 
be incorred， ifa node changing its connectivity s仕ategyis selected at random. 
Moreov釘~users / companies decide to change their connectivity s甘ategiesbased on 
60 
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various perspectives. For example， a node that is not satisfied with its network envi 
ronment， such as bandwidth or delay etc.， changes its connectivity stratξgya 
sively. Such a node is referred to as an unsatiψctory node. Furthermore， the advantage 
obtained by changing a connectiviザstrategyto a new one at an unsatiφctory node is 
spread into the neighbor nodes of the unsatiゆctorynode by word of mouth or Web 
etc・-官邸 diffusionoccurs one after another from the unsatiφctory nodes， finall y the 
network is re-organized completelテ
Therefore， toeva，lua，te the re-organization 17esults more correctl予it isnecessary to 
consider difference of perspectives between users/ companies. To consider user's per-
spectives， Rogers has shown a diffusion process of a new product/strategy， which 
takes into account difference between perspectives of each user [79]. He has also pro-
posed that there are innovators in a network that adopt a new product/strategy aggres-' 
sively compaFed to the other users. ln our situation， we consider出at the innovators紅 e
corresponding to the unsatiφctonj nodes. Moreover， Bass has proposed a new diffusion 
model出atis forrnulated on the basis of Rogers' idea [2]. By using these models， we 
can evaluate the re-organization results in realistic environment. 
From above reasons， we use the Bass model that is described in next subsection as a 
diffusion model. Moreover， we describe the detailed process of ch紅19ingindividual' s 
strategy in Subsection 4.4.3. 
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Di妊usionmodel of connectivity strategy 4.4.2 
百¥eBass model has been used by a lot of companies and ISPs for demand forecast皿
ing [80][81][82].百¥ediffusion process is given by 
dN (t) _ 1__ l¥ T I J_ ¥ ¥ ， l_ N (t) 
t =a(Tn-N(t))+b一一(m-N(t)) 
けZ
(4.4) 
where N (t) means the curnulative number of adopters in the entire network at time t. 
m is the number of potential adopters tha t may adopt a new connectivity s仕ategyin the 
釦知re.Moreover，αand b are extemal factor (e.g・，CM on TV) coefficient and intemal 
factor (e.g.， word of mouth) coe節cient，respectively.百leBass model treats a diffusion 
In this of a s仕ategybetween users as a diffusion of the entire network intensively. ???
??
?
?
model， timing to which an individual user changes its strategy is not covered. Behavior 
of individual node is needed to investigate how changing a strategy at individual node 
affects the me凶cswe described above. For this， we use an agent-base modeling based 
on the Bass model. 
An agent-based modeling is a computational model for s出1叫atingthe interactions 
of autonomous agents in a network. In [83]， authors have assumed that an agent is 
each of the nodes in a network， and have investigated a diffusion process by using 
Bass model. Inせleagent-based modeling by using Bass model， Eq. (4.4) is generalized 
(4.5) 
dN(t) 
17=gz(m-N(t)3 
to 
(4.6) 
?
??? ???
(1 + Z8)p: 
仏 =g(Pl) = 
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Moreover， g" isdefined by 
，?，?
?
where n isthe number of neighbor nodes of node i in our paper. ntis the number of 
adopters in n.ρt represents a model of word of mouth， which a decision fo.I adoption 
of a new strate窃Tin node 't is affected by the neighbor nodes of node i. Namely， g1， 
is the probability function that node 't adopts a new strategy. The parameters of this 
model， which are z and 8， define the distribution profile of g'L・Weuse z = 0.4 and 
8 = 4 as described in [83]. These p紅白netershave been decided from generic diffusion 
processes in social networks. 
4.4.3 Changing individual's connectivity strategy 
To change individual' sconnectivity strategy means to reconnect the links of a node 
to other nodes selected new 1テWecal a node tnat tried to reconnect a base node.百le
node to be selected is referred to as a targetηode. In process of changing a connectivity 
strategy， a base node selects target nodes according to a probab日ityof a new connectivity 
S仕ategy.The number of target nodes corresponds to the number of links of the base 
ηode. Ifa target node has only two or less degrees， we choose another nodes as a target 
node. This isbecause such nodes are easily isolated from the network by removal of a 
connectivity link. 
4.5 Re-organization strategies for changing the degree of 
scale-free 
In thおsection，we propose four strategies to re-organize a topolo窃Tof a network. 
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4.5.1 Current scale-free network model 
Let d， denote the number of links of node i. Particularly， inthe GLP model， the proba-
bility l(d1) at which node 1 isselected by a new node are de白nedby 
d. -3 
ITCLP( d1) = " f 3<l， (4.7) 
where J isa parameter that indicates the preference for a new node connecting to 
hubs. As a value of 3 increases， a new node connects to more major nodes at higher 
preferences. 
The results in Section 4.3 show that the topology of the Intemet may have a smaller 
value of守・ Toreduce the value ofγ， a new node must connect not to particular hubs 
but to the other nodes. However， the probability of connecting with a small number of 
hubs becomes ex廿emelylarge， ifdegree-based preference such as GLP model is used. 
In contrast， the difference between the probability of connecting with a small number 
of hubs and the probability of connecting with the rest of the nodes decreases when 
出erank of the link is used to choose a connecting node. We also considered using 
probability bぉedon load of each node. However， we cannot know the condition of 
the load at each node. 
4.5.2 Rand-based preference 
We use the rank of出enode in the number of links to choose a target node instead of the 
numb釘 oflinks. Nodes are ranked from one according to the highest number of links 
in ascending order. However， users cannot obtain information about link connection. 
The rank of nodes is more general than the number of links of nodes. For example， in
、、
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ーreal network， the rank is equivalent to ranking of the number of users connected with 
a network ISP and that of user's satisfaction etc. 
Let T
t 
denote the rank of node ~. A base node selects node i of rank Tt as a target node 
at the probability， which is defined by 
p(九)=ー 」
Tt LJ l/T) 
From Eq. (4.8)， the probability at which the most connected node (i.e， with the high-
(4.8) 
est rank) is selected as a target node is the highest. Howeve乙inthis s廿ategy，nodes other 
than the hubs are easily connected with a base node because the variance in the distri-
bution of the selec白19probability decreases. We call this strategy RP (Rank-based 
Preference) throughout出 spaper. 
4.5.3 Probability distribution based preference 
We next propose a s仕ate窃Tbased on existing probab出tydistributions. A selec白19
probability using the rank itself changes significantly due to the topology of th~ net-
work. In this pape乙weconsider Exponential distribution and Gamma distribution as 
a way of choosing target nodes.百leprobability of selecting a target node using Expo四
nential distribution is shown by 
IlEDP(η)=入ε一入門. (4.9) 
We cal this s仕ate窃TEDP (Exponential Distribution based Preference)仕立oughoutthis
paper. The selecting probability based on Gamma distribution is shown by 
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Table 4.1: List of the re-organization strategies 
RP Rank -base Preference 
EDP Exponential Distribution based Preference 
GDP G亘mmaDistribution based Preference 
RRS Rank-based Random Selection 
ρ一rt/e
llGOP(η) = 云式ヌT.r~-l ， k， e > 0， (4.10) 
where k isa shape parameter and e is a slope parameter. By h江ungthese parameters， 
the distribution of the selecting probability， which peaks at nodes ranked below the 
second， can be obtained. The s仕ategiesbased on existing probability distribution re-
strict the connection to lower r辺水ingnodes because the probability of choosing such 
nodes approaches zero. We call this s廿ate窃，GDP(Gamma Distribution based Prefer-
ence)血roughoutthis paper. 
4.5.4 Rank-based random selection 
We assume that a target node is randomly selected from the top M nodes of the rank. 
By using this strategy， the nodes other than the top M nodes are almost never selected. 
The number of hubs in a network increases up to the value of M. Moreover， ifthe 
number of the links of a base node exceeds the value of M in the process of selec也19a 
target node， we set the nurnber of its links as M. We call this s仕ategyRRS (Rank-based 
Random Selection) throughout this paper. 
Finally， we show a list of the acronyms of the re-orga凶zations仕ategiesin Table 4.1. 
、、
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4.6 Re-organizing network topology 
，.， 
We show how the current network changes by applying our proposed strategies， and 
discuss which strategy is more appropriate for the Intemet. 
4ふ1 Simulation settings 
A flow chart of simulation for re-organization is shown in Fig. 4.6. An initial topology 
in our s也1叫ationis generated by the GLP model with 2，000 nodes. The scaling expcト
nent of the initial topology is 2.15. In the simulation， we first randomly chose 100 base 
nodes (5% of total nodes) from unsatゆctorynodes. We define that an unsatiφctory node 
is a node that a value ofゆciencyis below the average of the φ・ciencyon the entire net-
work. We consider that the network environment of the unsatiゆctorynode iss出ul紅 to
the one of individ ual end node. 
After selecting 100 base nodes from unsatiφctory nodes， we change the strategy of 
the base nodes to our proposed s仕ategies.百¥eproposed s仕ategieswe used are RP， EDP， 
GDP， and RRS. We set 0.05 as入，which is a parameter of EDP. We also set 1.1 and 20 as 
k and 8， respectivelテInthis pape乙weset the values of入，k， and 8 to change the distri-
butions of selecting probab出tyin EDP and GDP. In particulaむwedecided the values 
of k and 8 to maximize the selecting probab泣ityat the second rank in血enumber of 
links. We need to investigate how the re四orgarせzationresults change due to se仕mg
of血eseparameters， and to consider more appropriate values for these parameters in 
the future， because these par紅netersaffect the results of re-organization. For RRS， we 
assume that a base node usually selects target nodes from the top 10 nodes of the rank， 
namely， that M equals 10. If a node with enormous numbers of links is selected as a 
base node， we set M to be 10 plus the number of the links of the node. In our network， 
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a node denotesむ1ISP customer or an intermediate router. Namely， changing a users' 
S仕ategysensuously shows that the user changes a connecting ISP. 
After initial100 base nodes change the strategy to a new one， a base node is selected 
autonomously from the other nodes by the Bass model. The diffusion process we as申
sumed is a kind of word-of-mouth between nodes. Therefore， a node diffuses a s仕at-
egy to neighbor nodes， and a node decides whether to adopt a strategy on the basis 
of information from the neighbor nodes. When al of the nodes in the network chan併
せles仕ategy，the simulation ends. After the simulation， we obtain four topologies each 
ofwhich arモre-organizedby our s仕ategies.
4.6.2 Results of re-organization 
Figure 4.7 shows the variation in the clustering coefficient， when q equals 1. The hor-
izontal axis is the value of p and the vertical one is the clustering coe飴cientC. We 
define q as the ratio of the number of base nodes to al nodes in the network. When the 
value of q equals 1， althe nodes in a network change their strategies to a new strategy. 
To comp訂ewith the values of the current topology， we plot values of the clustering 
coe筒cientin the GLP model. The re-organized topology by RRS has the highest value 
of C in the proposed s仕ategies，which value is 20 times as large as the one of GLP 
model.官官nodesin RRS are connected with each other thickly， because the links are 
concentrated at the top九1nodes. 
We next discuss how attack tolerance is influenced by difference of re-organ包ation
S甘ategy.Figure 4.8 shows the variation in reachability R for each s廿ategy we pro-
pωed.τhe vertical axis represents the value of R. As can be seen in this figure， the 
topology re-orgarせzedby RRS is the most vu1nerable to node attack because most of 
， ， 
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the links of the nodes are concentrated at the hubs. A base l10de selects a target node仕om
the top ]，1 nodes of the rank of nodes.ηle reachability of the re-organized topology by 
RRS is degraded rapidly compared with other strategies because the hubs are firstly 
rernoved by node attack. As shown in Fig. 4.8， removal of only lO/C of the nodes児-
duces reachability betweenれvoarbi仕arynodes to approximately 507c. Incontrast， RP 
prevents出edegradation of reachability cornpared vvith the other strategies. In case 
of 貯~a base node can select the nodes that are scattered around the whole of network， 
as target nodes. The number of hubs increases and the hubs are scattered around the 
whole of network. Therefore， a topology re-organized by RP is robust against node 
attack. 
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Figure 4.9 shows the value of φtciency E(G) when q isvaried from 0 to 1. Namely， 
出isfigure shows the variation of E(G) by applying our s仕ate幻T.ηleE(G) of this 
figure is the average value of E( G) of l.!nsati物ctorynodes. The value of E(G) means 
e組ciencyimprovement of in1ormation re仕ievalfocusing on unsatisfactory 1Wdes.百le
horizontal axis represents the value of q， and the vertical axis rep陀sentsthe value of 
E(G). As can be seen in this figure， the value of E(G) in our strategies a陀 betterthan 
in the GLP model. These improvements are brought by increasingせlenumber of hubs 
in the networks by application of 0ぽ S仕ategies.Degree申baseds仕ategiesselect nodes 
with enormous numbers of links mostly. However， the rank-based probability in our 
strategies selects nodes with a smaller number of links mo陀 preferentially.In RRS， 
the value of E(G) is improved up to 20% compared with GLP. The main陀asonfor 
the improvement is tha t there are mo児 hubsin the network compa児dwIth the other 
strategies， because the target nodes are limited in scope of ]，1. 
Figure 4.10 shows the maximum， the rn凶 mum，and the average in E(G) of al 
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of the nodes， when re司org~izationstrategy of individual nodes is changed indepen-
dently. In the case of RP， there is a node， the ef白ciencyof which is improved up to 
94%， while there is a node， the efficiency of which is degraded down to 34%. The prob-
ability of choosing a target node with a smaller number of links is higher than in the 
other s仕ategies.ηlemost improved node reconnects toa node with a smaller number 
of links. In contrast， the node at which E(G) isdecreased to 34% selects target nodes 
with larger number of links. The value of E( G) degrades significantly because the tar-
get nodεis connected with end nodes that are placed at edge of the network. Thus， the 
widely-used s仕ategiesthat use degree-based selec凶19probability are not the optimum 
for communication efficiency. 
Figure 4.11 shows how changing the strategy of individual nodes influences the 
E(G) of a node. As can be seen， E(G) isdegraded in 15% of the nodes changing re-
org鉱山ations仕ategyto RP. In RRS， E( G) of individual nodes is not influenced by 
changing re-organization strategy. When we focus on the effects of the ef白ciencyat in-
dividual nodes， reconnecting with a larger number of links maintains e飴deneテFrom
Fig. 4.9， the value of E(G) isge出ngbetter as nodes changing its strategies increase. 
Therefore， changing詑ーorganization s仕ategyof individual nodes is important， while 
the e任ectof re-organization is not immediately clear. RP is the most stable in terms 
of both node atlack and di丘usionof the strategy， although an individual node always 
does not get good result. We consider that RP is one of good s仕ategiesthat can re-
organize a topology with both communication e伯ciencyand attack tolerance. 
Moreo¥;'er， we focus on diffusion of the re-organization strategies based on a generic 
diffusi∞model to clar均 theimpacts of network re-organization by using di妊erent
connectivity strategies. Considering applying our strategies to real networks， network 
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administrators/operators cannot control the diffusion ratio of the strate窃，in the net-
work， which is the value of q. Thus， the s仕ategythat needs an optimal value of the 
diffusion ratio is not suitable for real networks. Moreover， each strategy is diffused 
between users in a network based on the probability function of each useむwhichis 
described in Subsection 4.4.2. Even if the s仕ate窃Tdiffuses into a network completel予
RP is most robust to node attacks compared to the other仕立eestrategies. 
4.7 Conclu.ding remarks 
We have considered a suitable topology for a large scale network such as the Inter-
net. For this purpose， we have defined出reemetrics to represent the capability of a 
network to discuss network topologies from the viewpoint of bo仕1communication ef-
ficiency and attack tolerance. As a resu1t， we have found that the current topology is 
not appropriate， and also that a more suitable topology can be achieved by reducing 
thevalueofγ. Based on our results， we have proposed four strategies for re置OrgMUzmg
a network topology. To apply our proposed strategies to the current network， we adopt 
a diffusion model based on social behavior d戸lamicsto spread the proposed s仕ategies.
We have shown出atthe connectivity s仕ate窃Tbased on出er紅u<of the node improves 
communication efficiency up to 20% cornpared with GLP model without increasing 
vulnerability to node attack. 
For future research topics， we need to consider rnetrics such as throughput between 
two end nodes and link utilization. We also need to investigate出einfluence of the 
pararneters in our proposed strategies， which are k， () and入.Moreover， insimulation， 
the nurnber of the nodes is required to increase. 
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Re-organization 
rocess sta同
Generating a GLP network. 
Identifying unsatisfactory 
nodes in the network. 
Selecting base nodes from the 
unsatisfactory nodes. 
Re-connectlng process 
No 
The strategy diffuses to the 
other nodes in the network. 
Re-connecting process 
Yes 
End 
Re-connecting 
rocess sta吋
A base node selects target nodes 
based on the selecting probability 
of the proposed strategy. 
The base node reconnects links 
to the target nodes. 
End 
Figure 4.6: Flow chart of simulation for re-orgむせzinga network structure 
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Chapter 5 
The Measurement of User's Subjective 
Assessment on Throughput 
Degradation in Bulk Data Transmission 
5.1 Abstract 
百lesubjective assessment meぉ15a qualitative evaluation of a user such as てonvers-
ing voices a陀 brokenup" and "A file downloading is extremely slow" etc.. Previous 
works have studied user's subjective assessment on1y in real-time traffic. Moreove乙an
absolute assessment has been performed in the subjective assessment of a us_er. How-
ever， network environment of each user is greatly different depending on a user. Con-
sidering degradation of quality of network services， itis加lportanthow a user feels 
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about degradation of the QoS in the usual network environment. For this， itis neces-
sary to quantitatively analyze the subjective assessment of users obtained by compar-
ative evaluation. 
In吐lISchapte乙wemeasure user' s subjective assessment in degradation of commu-
nication quality in bulk data transmission. We focus on throughput degradation of a 
network service wh~ch is easy for users to perceive as a network-1evel QoS. In order to 
get users to make compara.tive evaluation， we have users be accustomed to a p紅 ticu-
lar network environment which is assumed as the usual network environment of each 
user. In our experiment， we examine the effect of performance degradation in b叫k
data transmission to叫ser'ssubjective assessment with 91 subjects. Moreover， from re-
sults of the experiment， we clariちrhow much throughput degradation compared with 
the usual network environment makes a user be felt dissa出factionwith. 
5.2 Methodologies for measuring subjective assessment 
We describe血edetails of measurement methods for user's subjective assessment. We 
a1so describe procedures to determine the thresho1d of user's acceptable bandwidth by 
using results of the measurements. 
5.2.1 The constant method 
The constant method is one of psychometric methods which is regarded as the most 
accurate to estimate the threshold of stimulus. In the constant method， we need to se-
lect the number of stimuli， which is usually selected from four to seven， by prel出1inaq
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trials. Moreover， we a150 predict the threshold of stimulus at the same time for decid-
ing ¥'alues of stimuli. After the prel凶Unary廿ials，we measure the subjective scores for 
each stimulus. Each stimulus is p陀sentedto a subject 10 times randomly. In our mea-
surement， the subjective assessment is the altemative of "OK" or "NO".ηlerefore， we 
∞nsider that the subjects can assess the QoS intuitivelテ Basedon the measurement 
res叫ts，we calculate the rate of the number of 1I0K" responses to the nurnber of a1 
陀spon史 sat each stimulus 5， which rate is referred as Co1dS). Moreover， perfonning 
regression analysis to the distribution of COK(S)， we obtain the 50 percentile of the 
陀grぉSionωrveas a threshold of user's satisfaction. 
5.2.2 The me'thod of successive categories 
The method of 5 "ccessiveωtegones has two sぬps.First， subjects class均 astimulus into 
a certain number of categories that each of the categories is assigned an integer value， 
which is d的cribedas rating scale method [25].ηle integer value is typicaIly 5 through 1 
[n order of highly perceived quality of service， which is called as MOS (Mean Opinion 
5<:0陀).Here， the stimuli mean change of throughpu t inbulk data transmission. In 
our experiment， we define the five categories of impaiロnentas shown in Table 5.1. 
However，出eobtained scores by rating scale method mean only a magnitude relation 
betweeJl scores， because Mωis an ordinal scale. Therefore， second， by using the lalv of 
categoncQl judgment [25]， we甘anslatevalues of MOS into interval scales. Mo陀over，the 
h刃せ釘胎官Sof the interval scales between categories are obtained. Figu陀 5.1shows 
a陀la封切也悩:pbetween MOS and the interval scale. In evaluation by MOS， intervals 
betw側、倒d、MOSare always 1. The intervaJ scale is a scale of measurement where 
d凶町駅esin value a:re m鎚 ningful.In the interval scale， intervals between the sco陀
ア8
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MOS 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Table 5.1: Mean Op凶 onScore 
I MOS I Impairment 
5 Imperceptible 
4 perceptible but not annoymg1 
3 Slightly annoying 
2 Annoying 
1 Very annoylng 
interval scale 
Impercep七ible
Perceptible but not annoying 
Slightly annoying 
Annoytng 
Very annoymg 
， ， ， 
Border Irne 
between MOS=4 
and MOS=5 
. 
..r I 、~:叩ne
between MOS=3 
巳ndMOS=4 
、 ・ーー . 1 、、直
↑斗。
Figure 5.1: A relationship between MOS and the interval scale 
values mean di任erencesof subject's senses directly. In order to estimate the threshold 
of the bandwidth in throughput degradation of bulk data transmissions， this method 
uses the interval scale tr加 slatedfrom the MOS measured. The血resholdestimated by 
this method is point at the intersection of a regression line of the translated MOS with 
the border line between Category 3 and Category 4， namely between MOS = 3 and 
MOS = 4.
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FTP server 
Figure 5.2: Experimental network 
Table 5.2: Machine specification 
CPU Pentium4 2.4 GHz 
Memory DDR400512恥1B
OS Debian GNU /Linux 3.1 (kerne12.4.26) or FreeBSD 5.4-Release 
NICs Intel PRO /1000恥1T
5.3 Experiment 
We firstly show the network topology for our experin淀川.We also describe the details 
of our experiment to obtain the subjective assessrnents in bulk data transrnission. 
5.3.1 Experimental network 
Figure 5.2 shows the configuration of our exper註nentalnetwork.百lenetwor k has a 
FTP serveむaroute巳anda client rnachine which speci白cationsare shown加 Table5.2. 
We controf a bandwidth between the FTP server and the client rnachine at the router 
by using Dumm戸et[72]. A subject at the client machine downloads a data file from 
位、eFTP server， and assesses the quality of FTP service as a subjective assessment. 
" • ， 
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5.3.2 Experimental overview 
In order to measure scores of the subjective assessment in throughput degradation 
加 bulkdata transmission， we firstly decide a criterial bandwidth and the size of a 
data file which a subject downloads加 ourexperiment. A comparative evaluation of 
degradation of throughput is performed by comparing with the criterial bandwidth. 
Table 5.3 shows the configuration of our experiment， which measures the subjective 
scores in the case of throughput degradation in bulk data transmission. The size of a 
data file is decided from the software download ranking in Vector [84]， which is one of 
famous software download sites inJapan. We set the median of the size of the software 
ranked in the top 10 as the size of the data file. Moreover， the value of the criterial 
bandwidth is set to the mean of the bandwidth of FTTH published at BNR [85]， which 
is a benchrnark site of link speed using by various ISP users. 
Moreover， todecide the value of stimuli， we do a preliminary trial which is de-
scribed in the constant method. In this experiment， the value of stimulus rneru:首位le
bandwidth restricted at the router. We set 7 as血enumber of stimuli. In the prelim-
m紅 ytrial， 5 subjects firstly download the data file from FTP server at血ecriterial 
bandwidth on several occasions， and remember the speed of dow吋oadingthe data 
file. Next， we measure血esubjective assessrnent as the bandwidth is narrowing from 
the criterial value by 1 Mbps. Based on the preliminary trial， we predict 12 Mbps as 
a threshold of bandwidth. Thus， we set 7 stimuli of which the median is 12恥1bps，as 
shown in Table 5.3. 
百lenumber of subjects in this experiment is 91. They are Japanese males aIld fe-
males at ages between 20 and 24. The necessary time to complete the exper註nentwas 
approximately 40 minutes. The procedure of our experiment is shown as follows. 
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Table 5.3: The configuration of our experiment 
Size of da ta file 40MB 
Criterial bandwidth 25 Mbps 
Stimuli 6，8， 10， 12， 14， 16， 18 Mbps I 
# of trials 70 (10 times each stimulus) I 
# of subjects 91 
1. A subject obtains the data file at 25 Mbps several times for acclimatizing the ex-
perimental network environment. 
2. We change the bandwidth between the FTP server and the client machine to the 
one selected from the 7 stimuli at random. 
3. The subject downloads from FTP server in the selected stimulus， assesses the 
quality of FTP service in both the constant method and the method of successive 
categories. 
Each stimulus is selected 10 t出lesrandomly through the experiment. Therefore， the 
total number of the trials for each subject is 70 (7 stimuli x 10). During downloading 
the data file， a prog児 ssbar is displayed to the subject.ηle subjective assessment of the 
constant method is either "OK" or "NO". "OK" means that a subject feels satisfaction 
with the quality of that service. Moreover， inthe method of successive categories， a 
subject scores the quality by selecting from the MOS values as shown in Table.S.1. 
5.4 Results of measuring user's subjective assessment 
We first1y show results of measurements凶 ourexperiment. Moreover， we discuss 
determination of the threshold of bandwidth for throughput degradation in bulk data 
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transmissions. We a1so discuss how a user feels throughput degradation compared 
with the usual network environment. 
5.4.1 The overview of the measurements 
Figure 5.3(a) shows resu1ts of measurements assessed by Subject 5 through an experi-
ment. In仕usfigure， the horizontal axis is the trial number which is from 1 to 70， and 
the vertical one is the value of MOS. We use the measurements as shown above to 
estimate the threshold of subject' s satisfaction. In our experiment， the C1惚 rialband-
width which should be compared with each stimulus is presented to the subjects only 
in initial step of our experiment. Therefore， the measurements may contain an error 
w hich is affected by st出1叫uspresented previouslテNamel予thesubjects may assess 
the presented stimulus compared with the previous stimulus， not with the criterial 
bandwidth. Thus， we validate our nleasurements before analysis and estimation. 
Figure 5沢b)shows the difference of the subjective assessment in the cons旬nt
method at several stimuli. The horizontal axis is the value of IOK(札 andthe verti-
cal one is the value of DOK(St). Let t and St denote the trial number range from 1 to 
70 and the stimulus at trial t， respectivelテWedefine IoK(St) as the ratio of the number 
of "OK" responses to the number of a1 responses when St > St-l・IfSt < St-l is true， 
the ratio is defined as DOK(St). We perform regression analysis and obtain the regres岬
sion line， which is y = l.026x・fromthis result， there is not the correlation between 
IoK(St) and DOK(St). Moreover， inthe method of successive categories， we do statisti置
ca1 hypothesis testing for the MOS obtained. As a result， we found that the test with 
a si伊ificantlevel of 0.05 c釦 n批判ectthe hypothesis that IoK(St) and DOK(St) a民 ob-
tained from the same parent population. Thus， we found that in assessing仕lestim叫us
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、St， the subjects are not affected by the previous stimulus St-l・Therefore，we consider 
that the subjects assess the presented stimulus compared with the criterial bandwidth. 
5.4.2 Estimation of a threshold of user's satisfaction 
We estimate a threshold of user's satisfaction for bulk data transmission， based on 
results of the measurements. 
The constant method 
We白rstlycalculate COK(S) at each stimulus. Figure 5.4(a) shows the value of 
COK(S) at each stirnulus. We perform a regression analysis to the distribution of 
COK (S) by using normal distribution.百leregression curve obtained from this anal-
ysis is shown in Fig. 5.4(a) as the dotted line. The mean and the variance of this normal 
distribution are 6.71 and 14.52/ respectivelテThus/the threshold of user's satisfaction 
obtained from this method is 6.71 Mbps， which is down to 73% compared with the 
criterial bandwidth. 
The method of successive categories 
We calculate the interval scales from the measured MOS. In order to obtain the 
interval scales， we apply the law of categorical judgment to al the measured M05， 
which a陀 class泊edinto each stimulus. As a result， the interval scales translated from 
the measured M05 at each stimulus are shown泊Fig.5.4(b). Moreover， we also obtain 
出eupper boundary of a category as 0.0 for MOS = 1， 0.9455 for MOS = 2， 2.1849 for 
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IvIOS = 3， and 3.5349 for IvIOS = 4.From this result， inthe interval scales， itis obvious 
that the distances between categories are not uniform. The regression line fitting to 
the translated interval scales of each stimulus is y = 0.26xー 0.54，which is shown 
as the dotted line in Fig. 5.4(b)・百lethreshold of user's satisfaction is the x value of 
y = 0.26x -0.54 when y = 2.1849. Therefore， we estimate that the threshold of user's 
satisfaction is approximately 10.46 Mbps. This result shows the subjects do not feel 
dissatisfaction with throughput degradation down to 52% compared with the criterial 
bandwidth. 
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?
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5.4.3 Discussion 記
W 
From results of the estimation described above， we found that there is quite differ-
ence between the estimated values of two methods. We consider that the constant 
le 
¥ 
method underestimates the threshold compared with the method of successive cate-
gories， because the variance is extremely large. If an ISP restricts the bandwidth down 
to the threshold obtained by the constant me.thod in the case of competition of net-
work resources between some users， the bandwidth allocated to the users may be re申
stricted more than necessary. Moreover， from viewpoints of ISPs， such situation must 
be avoided， this underestimation may become a big problem. Although this methodお
easy and convenient to assess for a subject， we consider that an estimation result varies 
widely depending on preference or interest of a subject， especially near the value of血e
threshold. Therefore， incase of resource competition， an estimated吐rresholdbyめe
constant method is not preferahle to restrict users' bandwidth， because it is necessary 
to treat carefully. 
We next analyze the details of the estimated threshold of each subject. Figu児 5.5
百
副
。
E 
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shows cumulative probability distribution of the threshold estimated from the mea-
surements of each subject by using the constant method.百lesolid line in this figure 
is reg陀5sioncurve， which the mean and the variance of the normal distribution are 
7.83 and 3.72， re5pectivelテForexarnple， from this figure， 80% of the subjects are not 
annoyed untiI the bandwidth degrades down to 9.5恥1bps，that is q凶tedi妊erentfrom 
the estimated threshold (it is 6.71恥fbps)by the constant method described above. In 
con廿ast，the interval scales translated by the law of categorical judgment are increasing 
monoto凶callyand stably as shown in Fig. 5.4(b).百1isis because there is no significant 
fluctuation between assessments of subjects. Namely， fluctuations of the subjective 
assessment have non negligible impact to estimate the threshold of user's satisfaction 
which generates the difference of approximately 3.5 Mbps (14% compared with the cri-
terial bandwidth) between two method. Therefore， by comparison with two methods 
we adopted， the method of successive judgment is more preferable for estimating the 
thrモsholdof user's satisfaction in bulk data transrnission. Moreover， our estimation 
results can be applied to the real network by using exis伽 gmethods [67][69][66]. 
Moreover， we investigate the correlation of user's subjective assessment between 
two methods. Figure 5.6(a) shows correlation relationship between values of COK(S) 
and M3 ateach stimulus. M3 means the ratio of the number of responses with MOS三3
to the number of al responses obtained from the subjects. Figt江e5.6(b) shows diι 
f町四ceof the number of satis白edusers between two methods. From these result， we 
found that difference of two method is加 rangebetween 10恥1bpsand 14恥fbps.We 
consider that subjects are unable to make a quick decision in this region. Inour experi-
ment， we a1so found that出eregion ranges from the threshold obtained by the method 
of successive categories to the threshold plus 4加lbps，which the value is 16% of the 
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criterial bandwidth. 
5.5 Concluding remarks 
We firstly have measured subjective assessments by comparative evaluation in bulk 
data transmission by using psychological method. As a result， we have obtained 6.71 
Mbps by using the constant method as a threshold of the bandwidth that the subjects 
begin to annoy. Moreover， we obtain 10.46 Mbps (42 % of the criterial bandwidth) by 
the method of successive categories as a threshold. Furthermore， we also found that 
fluctuations of the subjective assessment have non negligible effect to the estimation 
result， that are occurred in range between the threshold and the threshold plus 4 Mbps， 
which value is 16% of the criterlal bandwidth. 
For future topics， inorder to analyze more detait we need to consider preferences 
or interests of a subject.ηせsis because the subjective assessments is depended on 
kinds of contents， that contain music mp3 file and document file etc. Moreover， we 
need to measure the subjective assessment in the case of di丘erentcriterial bandwidth. 
We also need to consider any other network四levelQoS such as loss rate and download 
time etc. toinvestigate effect of users' subjective assessment. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
h出 sthesis， we have considered an inferring method of network impact factors con-
甘ibutingto delay distribution， and re-org沼田ations仕ategiesfor network topology to 
mo陀 appropriates仕ucturefor the Intemet. Moreover， we have investigated how end 
users feel dissatisfaction with throughput degradation in bulk data transmission. 
In Chapter 3， we have modeled the distribution of RTT by using the mixed distribu-
tion. We have then proposed a inferring method to clarify network behavior between 
two end nodes based on位lemodeling results. We have shown the accuracy of our 
proposed method仕立ough血eexperiment and the simulation. Moreover， we have also 
shown the applied results for the RTT measured in the Internet. 
In Chapter 4， we have investigated what structure is more appropriate for仕leIn-
temet in ternlS of communication e伯ciencyand attack tolerance. Moreover， we have 
fぽ usedon social behavior of end users， and proposed four s仕ategiesto re-organize 
ぽ tworktopology to the appropriate one. As a result， we have shown that the struc-
知reof the Intemet is not suitable， and our proposed strategies can acrueve a desired 
network structure for the Intemet. 
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In Chapter 5， we have focused on user's subjective assessment in bulk data trans-
mission. We have rneasured the subjective assessrnent by using a comp紅 ativeevalu-
ation. We have then obtained 42 % of the CI悦 rialbandwidth as the threshold of the 
bandwidth that the subjects begin to by annoyed， respectivelテ
For future topics， we need to consider any other NIFs to clarify more detailed neト
work behavior and rnetrics such as link utilization for evaluating network structures. 
Moreover， we also need to consider user's preference or interest in assessing the QoS. 
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